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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Overview
I learned mathematics in both traditional lecture-based classes in China and in
speaking and reasoning intensive classes in the United States, which also means I
learned math in my native language, Chinese1, and my second language, English. All
the challenging, exciting and confusing parts of my learning made me become
interested in actively learning math in a second language. Years ago, I started my
journey of teaching as an elementary English teacher at an extracurricular English
immersion school in Beijing, China. I saw that students were engaged to learn
content knowledge and the skills to communicate the content knowledge in their
second language, which I really appreciated.
Now, I am a licensed Minnesota secondary mathematics teacher with a
developed philosophy of education. In the teacher preparation program, I learned
that learning happens when learners talk about the content in academic language. My
goal for the next step is to teach in a Chinese immersion school. A challenge to my
plan is that the curriculum of Hamline University’s teacher preparation program did
not address how to teach in immersion settings, hence, I do not know how I can adopt
my philosophy in a middle school math class at a Chinese immersion school. In
addition, little research has been done to study teaching math in secondary Chinese
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The term ―Chinese‖ refers to ―Mandarin‖ in this capstone, since Mandarin is the standard modern

Chinese and the official language of China (Guides, 2011. p. 19).
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immersion classrooms. Meanwhile, there are pioneering schools offering secondary
Chinese immersion schooling and there might be more similar programs and schools
in need of qualified teachers. Therefore, for my personal interest and the need of the
field, my guiding question is: How should teachers teach math academic language and
support students using math academic language in Chinese immersion middle
schools2?

My Math Learning Experience
As a student, I learned math in a traditional teacher-centered classroom. The
teachers would introduce the new concepts, model the procedures for doing relevant
problems on the board, and assign a great amount of homework, which was due the
next morning, at the end of the period. I paid as much attention as I could to the
lecture and tried to finish all the homework. As a result, I gained the idea that math
was just a series of steps to find fixed numbers as solutions for unrealistic
scenarios. I gradually fell behind in math after I started high school, because the
learning approach of simply practicing procedural fluency no longer worked for the
abstract ideas in high school math. Fortunately, my considerable amount of practice
in middle school math was not just a waste of time: my fluency in those fundamental
procedures helped me survive high school math. This negative experience in high
school led me stay away from math for years until I realized that I still had a passion
for math and wanted to be a math teacher.
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In this capstone, ―middle school‖ refers to 6th grade to 8th grade.
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To be a math teacher, I had to learn all the college level math courses at
Hamline University as required by the state of Minnesota. In some classes, the
professors encouraged students to share their own thinking with the class and offered
opportunities for small group work. Comparing the traditional math class and the
math class with students’ discussion, I believe that I was able to understand math
concepts better through sharing my thinking with the class. It showed the
effectiveness of the teaching ideas I learned in my education courses: students learn
by talking and writing about the content and not just hearing it from their teachers.

My Philosophy of Education
Through studying teaching at Hamline University, I gained a relatively
student-centered philosophy of education. In a student-centered class, students use
their powers and knowledge to build their memory, which fosters students’
problem-solving and critical thinking skills, and builds students’ mathematical
proficiency. In my class, students will explore and discover math within
collaboration.
I adopted this philosophy in my student teaching at an urban high school. I
used multiple methods to bridge students’ prior knowledge, experience in life, and the
new concepts. For example, I asked students to collaboratively make simple
handcrafts to find the relationship between shapes and finish exploratory worksheets
to find new rules with their own knowledge. Before I led the whole class to do
example problems, I let students take a few minutes to share their thinking about how
to solve the problems with the new concepts they just learned within small groups. I
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would also model and require students to briefly write down the reasoning for the
problem-solving approaches to help students make sense of math. I found that my
students were more engaged when they were able to learn math in these active ways
instead of simply paying attention to the lecture and taking notes.
However, from my cooperating teachers’ reflections and my own reflections, I
realized that I should improve my teaching in the area of academic language. On one
hand, I need to keep in mind that I should use academic language when I am talking
to students. On the other hand, I need to encourage students to use academic
language when they are talking or writing about math. My student teaching advisor
pointed out the importance for students learning academic language: to say the least, it
helps them to do well in the standardized tests. For example, some students did not
bother to remember what an ―asymptote‖ is, or called the ―square root sign‖ the
―thingy.‖ It is likely that they would not understand the problem in the exam,
because the words such as ―thingy‖ would not be there.
Reflecting on my own experience in college math classes, I do believe that
knowing academic language is essential to succeed in a math class, especially when
the learning happens during peer-to-peer or peer-to-teacher discussions. However, I
do not think Hamline’s program addressed enough knowledge about teaching
academic language, because I noticed almost all the teacher candidates felt confused
when they encountered teaching academic language in edTPA3. Thus, if I want my
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edTPA is a mandatory assessment that every teacher candidate in Minnesota needs to take during his
or her student teaching for licensing.
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future class to explore and discover math as the students share their thinking with
academic language, I need to learn more about teaching math academic language.

My Second Language Learning experience
English is my second language. I started learning English when I was six and
majored in English in college. My experience of teaching and actively learning math
in American classrooms revealed a problem in my English learning. My sixteen-year
English learning did not allow me to share my ideas freely in any math classes. I did
not even know the basic terms like ―parentheses‖ or ―exponential‖ at the
beginning. It was because my second language learning was limited to daily
conversations. In 1979, Cummins distinguished everyday language and language
used for learning by confining the terms: basic interpersonal communicative skills
(BICS) and cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP). In my case, my
unbalanced BICS and CALP led to the challenge I faced in American math
classrooms. Cummins (1979) indicated that this was a widespread problem, which
will be further discussed in chapter two.
My English professors in college emphasized that English learners should
know how to talk about academic knowledge or techniques in English. Today’s
market needs professionals who are able to use more than one language to work in
different areas. I believe that second language learning should serve the goal of
preparing people to communicate content knowledge, especially at this age of
globalization.
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Teaching in Language Immersion Schools
When I was teaching at the English immersion school in China, I had realized
that the ideal outcome of language immersion schools is not only the content
knowledge but also the language skills to talk about the content knowledge with
people who also speak the same language. Thus, if I were a math teacher in a
Chinese immersion classroom, I would make sure that my students were able to talk
about math in Chinese with academic language. It helps students to understand math
concepts better and allow them to learn the language in an academic level.
However, little research has been done to study how secondary immersion
math teachers achieve this goal. How do teachers and students at Chinese immersion
school feel about their current math teaching and learning experience in academic
language? What strategies are the math teachers using to teach academic language and
make students share their thinking in the classroom? What challenges are they facing
in this special learning environment? What is the next step for the math teachers to
improve their practice? More study is needed to answer these questions to guide the
practice of new middle school math teachers in Chinese immersion
classrooms. Moreover, middle school math teachers teaching at other language
immersion school can also take the project as a reference for comparing and
contrasting.
I am personally interested in doing this project, because I am planning to be a
middle school math teacher in a Chinese immersion program. Since I am a native
Chinese speaker who has substantial experience in second language learning and a
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passion for learning and teaching math, I believe that pursuing such a career is the
best fit for me. However, I have realized that my teacher preparation program did
not offer me enough field experience and theories to guide my teaching and apply my
philosophy of education. Thus, I need to create a curriculum to find the answers for
my own career development.

Summary
I am seeking answers to the question: How should teachers teach math
academic language and support students using math academic language in Chinese
immersion middle schools?
In Chapter One, I reflected on my math learning experience and using
English--my second language--for academic discussion in math classes as a
student. I realized that learning happened when I was talking and writing about the
math concepts and problems. Meanwhile, it was difficult for me to share my
thinking and reasoning with the class in my second language, which made me believe
that second language learners should learn to talk about content knowledge. In the
teacher preparation program, I developed my philosophy of education and applied it
during my student teaching in the urban high school. I found that students were
engaged when they were actively learning through multiple activities and discuss
math problems with their peers. I also learned the importance of students using
academic language to talk and write about math. Since I decided to pursue a career
of teaching middle school math in Chinese immersion schools, I need to study how
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can math teachers teach students academic language and let students use academic
language in Chinese in the discussion for better academic outcome.
In Chapter Two, I will start every topic with the definitions of terms such as
―academic language‖ and ―Chinese immersion middle school‖. Then I will review
the literature about teaching principles, strategies and pedagogies regarding math,
academic language, Chinese, and supporting students’ discussion. Since little study
has been done to specifically teaching Chinese as second language, my literature
review will expand to studies in teaching English as second language. In Chapter
Three, I will describe the method I use to construct a curriculum as a project under my
guiding question and how the approach fits my study. In Chapter Four, I will follow
the method in Chapter Three and actually create the curriculum. In Chapter Five, I
will summarize my capstone process and point out the limitations and ideas for
further studies.

9

CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review
Overview
My guiding question is: How should teachers teach math academic language
and support students using math academic language in Chinese immersion middle
schools? Chapter two examines the four topics which are related to my guiding
question: teaching academic language, teaching in Chinese immersion schools,
teaching middle school math, and student-centered learning.
The first three topics are elements of the guiding question, thus, an
understanding of these three aspects is essential to prepare myself for the next step of
the capstone process. In the sections of teaching academic language and teaching in
Chinese immersion schools, I will start with defining ―academic language‖ and
―immersion school.‖ Then, I will introduce the background and current need of these
two areas. Finally, I will list the strategies and principles. In the section on teaching
math in middle schools, I will review the standards, principles, challenges, and
strategies of middle school math.
The topic of the last section, student-centered learning, is the only topic which
is not in my guiding question. However, it is important to explore the characteristics
of student-centered classrooms, because it is frequently mentioned that teachers
should shift their practice and beliefs from the traditional classrooms to adopting a
more motivating approach of teaching which supports all the students in the resources
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of the first three topics. Therefore, the last section will clarify the concepts of
student-centered learning.

Teaching Academic language
Schleppegrell (2004, pp. 5-7, 162) describes academic language as the
language that students need in order to acquire new knowledge and be successful in
science, history and other subjects at school. It is difficult to define academic
language, because ―it varies widely across regions, content areas, grade levels,
textbooks, and teachers (Zwiers, 2014, p. 21).‖ To be more specific, Zwiers (2014, p.
22) presents a short definition of academic language with the emphasis on the three
functions that academic language carries to make learning possible at school: ―the set
of words, grammar, and discourse strategies used to describe complex ideas,
higher-order thinking processes, and abstract concepts.‖
Barrow (2014, pp. 37-38) points out that academic language is the skill that
every student has to learn in order to meet the current rigorous (Common Core)
standards. Without knowing academic language, students may not be able to
understand the directions in the tests or the meaning of the word problems with
complex sentence structures. However, Cummins (1979) found that students’ lack of
academic language proficiency led to unfavored performance at school, hence he
confined the terms, basic interpersonal communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive
academic language proficiency (CALP), to demonstrate this problem. This
distinction between BICS and CALP calls for attention to the difference between the
simple interpersonal language and the complex academic language: schools should
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not suppose that students were ready for academic learning and communicating just
because they were fluent in everyday conversation. BICS, or conversational
proficiency, is ―relatively easy to acquire‖, while CALP, or the language of school, is
―complex and more cognitively demanding‖ (Echevarria & Graves, 1998, p.
10). Therefore, it is important for all students to learn academic language.
Since students have to learn academic language, there should be teachers to
teach academic language at school. Schleppegrell (2012, p. 416) believes that ―every
teacher is a language teacher.‖ If teachers who do not recognize how language plays
an important role in students’ process of understanding the concepts in the subjects
they teach, then their teaching practice will not be able to offer qualified classes for
their students, because their subjects are taught and acquired through language. As to
teaching academic language, Zwiers (2014, p. 42) reminds teachers to pay special
attention to find and address students’ need of learning new academic language in
order to understand the content, because academic language is most teachers’
everyday language, which makes it difficult for teachers to notice, and hence difficult
to teach. In addition, Zwiers (2014, p. 42) warns teachers that teaching academic
language is not simply making students remember a long list of vocabulary, but
explaining the keywords to the students, and letting students learn the keywords with
subtle expressions and grammar.
In Barrow’s ―Even Math Requires Learning Academic Language‖, she (2014,
p.35) claimed that math is not the universal language like the public described, and
math teachers also need to be aware of students’ academic language learning. Dutro
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and Moran (2003, pp.239-241) use the ―metaphor of bricks and mortar‖ to help
academic language teachers to think of different kinds of academic language : bricks
are content-specific terms, such as symbols, formulas, and shapes in math, while
mortars are general academic words, such as ―describe‖, ―compare‖, and
―justify‖. In the math classroom, students are learning through using the academic
terms that they are unlikely encounter anywhere else. Though students may be
familar with some of the words, the words usually have ―a specialized meaning in
math‖ other than its common meaning (Echevarría, Vogt & Short, 2010, pp. 12-13).
As Zwiers (2014, pp. 26-29) demonstrates the three main functions of
academic language--describing complex ideas, thinking in a higher-order process, and
understanding abstract concepts--he mentions math as the mostly typical subject
which requires all three of these functions. In addition, Zwiers (2014, pp. 101-102)
lists the following reasons to show that math academic language learning is more
challenging: (1) there is less overlap with concepts, ideas, and terms found in other
subjects. Math has many distinct vocabulary terms used only in math. (2) Students
must learn to decipher and use a wide range of symbols. There is often a range of
symbols, numbers, letters, illustrations, and words mixed together in problems. (3) A
student must read not only left to right but right to left, up and down, and even
diagonally when reading graphs and tables, for example. (4) There are more
concepts per sentence for a brain to process. Math texts are tightly connected, and
each word and phrase is important to process; a student who skims might miss key
points. (5) Many math concepts are embedded within other math concepts: they
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depend on prior knowledge and experience. (6) Historically there has been a lack of
extended student talk about math in math classes.
Though teaching math academic language has been shown to be difficult and
Ranney (2012, p. 570) concluded that best practices had not been found to follow in
teaching academic language yet, educators have had guiding principles and
frameworks to support academic language teaching and learning. Barrow (2014, p.
38) suggests that teachers should let students use academic language in discussions,
teach a group of related words (e.g. inch, foot, and yard) at a time so that students can
develop their schema, use gestures, and ask students to keep a journal of
vocabulary. Zwiers (2014, pp. 113-182) also advocates for the idea of cultivating
meaningful classroom discussion for building students’ thinking and language skills,
while he admits making discussions effective was not easy. Teachers need to create a
positive and receptive classroom environment so that every student would feel like
sharing their thinking. Teachers should ask explicit questions, try open-ended
questions, provide time for students to think before talking, and let a student respond
to another student’s response. Teachers may design activities for the whole class or
small groups to promote students’ use of academic language.
Finally, Zacarian (2012, pp. 45-135) has created a four-pronged framework to
help teachers to understand the development of students’ academic language skills
and support students with better teaching practice. Zacarian suggests that the
learning of academic language is a sociocultural, developmental, academic, and
cognitive process. First of all, students should learn the content in a way that
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connects to their personal, cultural, and world knowledge. Then, when students are
learning literacy, they are developing a behavior, hence, listening, speaking, and
experiencing should be included in teaching, which means students will learn to read,
write, and talk in the content-specific academic language. Moreover, the learning
objectives should be closely related to the state standards, and the language describing
the objectives should be student-friendly and consistent. Last but not the least, the
learning activities should agree with studies in psychology about learning: learning
happens when students think and discuss actively and depends on students’ prior
knowledge.
In this section, I explored the definition of academic language. It is important
for every student to learn academic language and every teacher should teach academic
language. Teaching math academic language is challenging, while principles and
frameworks have been made to guide for teaching. In the next section, I will review
works about language immersion schools, especially Chinese immersion schools,
including relevant definitions, theories, and practice.

Teaching in Chinese Immersion Schools
There are various names and types of immersion programs (Fortune & Tedick,
2008, p. 3). To promote consistency, Fortune and Tedick (2008, pp. 9-10)
summarized the common characteristics of these programs and came up with the
following definition of language immersion programs: a school program is a
immersion program if (1) teachers teach the subjects in the immersion language for at
least half of the day in elementary levels and full day in secondary levels, (2) the
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instruction promotes multilingualism and multilingual literacy through at least two
languages, (3) teachers are proficient in the language(s) they use for teaching, (4) the
program supports the majority language in the community and supports the minority
language at home, and (5) teachers use only one language during a sustained period of
time. By this definition, Weise (2014, p. 29) defined American Chinese immersion
programs as (1) teachers teach in Chinese for at least half of the day in elementary
school, (2) teachers are proficient in Chinese or English, (3) the program supports
English in the community at large, and (4) teachers never use both languages at the
same time during the class.
Regarding to the term ―Chinese‖, Lindholm-Leary (2011, pp. 84-85) suggests
that ―Chinese is not a language but a family of languages.‖ Among these languages,
Mandarin is the standard modern Chinese and the official language of China (Guides,
2011, p. 19). ―Most Chinese immersion programs use Mandarin‖ instead of
Cantonese, which is another major language under the category of Chinese
(Lindholm-Leary, 2011, pp. 84-85). Besides the issue about different Chinese
languages (or dialects), there are other factors to be clarified. First of all, there are
two kinds of Chinese characters being used: simplified and traditional
characters. Simplified characters--adopted by 89% of American public schools
(Weise, 2014, p. 24)--contain fewer strokes--which means they are relatively easier to
learn--and are used by the majority of Chinese people (Weise, 2014, pp. 84). In
addition to characters, there is pin yin--which literally means ―spelled sound‖--in
English (or Latin) characters with tone marks as the official Chinese phonetic system,
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which is also used for typing Chinese on computers (Weise, 2014, p. 86;
Lindholm-Leary 2011, p. 86). Finally, most Chinese characters contain two
distinguishable parts: a radical and a sound element, where the radical often reveals
the meaning of the character and the sound element implies how the character can be
pronounced, but one has to be aware that it is not a strict rule that always can be
applied (Weise, 2014, p. 210).
As to language and literacy development, Weise admits that American
students in Chinese immersion schools will not be able to use Chinese as proficiently
as their counterparts in China by the end of eighth grade (2014, pp. 155-157). An
explanation from Met and Livaccari (2012, p. 20) is that ―developing literacy in
Chinese simply takes longer than any other languages‖ and even native speakers find
it difficult to learn. However, this applies to immersion schools for other languages
and it is still a valuable learning experience that helps students do better in the future
(Weise, 2014, pp. 159-161). Weise (2014, p. 153) found that most fifth graders in
Chinese immersion schools were in the intermediate level: they showed control of the
language in their speaking, could read and understand 300-character long stories, and
were able to add details in regular sentences when they were writing.
Met (2008, p. 51) believes that students in immersion schools have to learn
―the language of the curriculum,‖ ―how to identify important information when
reading or listening,‖ and ―convey their learning in ways consistent with the discourse
style particular to a given discipline.‖ Thus, in immersion schools, a content lesson is
also a language lesson and teachers must pay attention to ―expanding students’
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repertoire of word knowledge, word families, and word use (Met, 2008, p.
56).‖ However, the study from Fortune, Tedick and Walker (2008, p. 89) shows that
teachers in immersion school are afraid of spending time on language, because it may
lead to students paying less attention to the content. This study indicates that
teachers need support in ―design[ing] curriculum and learning activities that integrate
language and content.‖
Met (2008, p. 60-66) provides teachers in immersion schools with the
strategies below in teaching new words: (1) match meaning with the form of the word
(how it sounds or is spelled). (2) Support language with visuals, and concrete
objects. (3) Use teacher voice, such as emphasis, pausing, and repetition, to call for
students’ noticing. (4) Ask students to repeatedly use the words. (5) Define the
words in the context: paraphrasing, examples, explanation, definition, synonymy, or
the context of use.
In addition, Met (2008, pp. 57-59) points out that there are
content-obligatory and content-compatible vocabulary and ―any direct
vocabulary instruction can only cover a small proportion of the words.‖ Thus,
when teachers are choosing the words to teach, they should take the following
factors into consideration: (1) if the words are essential to make meaning from
the text, (2) if the words will frequently show up in learning, (3) if the words
are highly useful, and (4) if the words are ―closely tied to an important aspect
of the text.‖
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Finally, Genesee (2008, p. 37) compared the outcome of a teacher-centered
full-day immersion program with a student-centered half-day program: though
students in the half-day program have only half of the length of exposure to the
language, they have better performance, which means that creating a student-centered
learning environment is a key to students’ language development.
In this section, I began with presenting the definitions of general and Chinese
immersion schools and introducing the important and unique elements in Chinese
language. Then, I examined the language proficiency issues in Chinese immersion
schools. Finally, I concluded how teachers can build students’ literacy in language
immersion schools. In the next section, I will explore the characteristics and
standards of middle school math, strategies of teaching secondary math, and to what
extent a student can be considered proficient in math.

Teaching Middle School Math
In middle school, there are different designs of textbooks, teaching language
and approaches, and classroom expectations than there are in elementary
school. Hence, when students are transitioning from elementary school to middle
school, these unprecedented challenges usually affect students’ academic performance
negatively. This problem especially appears in students’ middle school math
learning, while it is the key period for students to gain the foundations for success in
algebra (Schielack & Seeley, 2010). Therefore, it is important to offer a solid math
learning experience for students in middle school.
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In 2001, Bandlow (p. 70) argued that American students in middle schools
were not performing as well as students from other countries in math, because many
American middle schools held the belief that children should explore their own
interests at their age. In addition, Bandlow (2001, pp. 71-72) called for middle
schools sticking with national standards and adopting rigorous math
curriculums. Minnesota K-12 academic standards in mathematics (2007) (2008, pp.
19-45) organized the math standards into four content strands:
Number and operation.

In sixth and seventh grades, students should be

able to understand the concepts and operations of rational numbers (integers, fractions,
decimals, and percents). By eighth grade, student should have learned all types of
real numbers and be able to classify them. Students should be able to use the
concepts of rational and irrational numbers and their rule of operations to solve
problems.
Algebra.

Students should be able to understand and apply the relationships

between quantities (equality, inequality, proportion, and linear functions), recognize
the relevant mathematical symbols and use patterns, graphs, tables, and charts as
methods to solve problems.
Geometry and measurement.

Students should be able to find the area,

perimeter, or surface of two-dimensional or three-dimensional geometric figures,
understand the relationships between angles of geometric figures, use the properties of
right triangles to solve problems, identify the appropriate units for measuring and
know how to convert between units, understand the ideas of scale, translation, and
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reflections, and solve problems that involve parallel and perpendicular lines on the
Cartesian plane.
Data analysis and probability.

Students should be able to use fractions,

decimals, and percents to represent and calculate probabilities, analyze the data by
mean, median and range, display data with circle graphs and histograms, and interpret
data by scatterplots and approximate lines of best fits.
Among all the strands above, the standards emphasize that students should be
able

to

apply

the

mathematical

concepts

and

rules

to

solve

real-life

problems. Moreover, the standards indicate that all this knowledge should be learned
through the following five processes: problem solving, reasoning and proof,
communication, connections, and representation (Minnesota K-12 academic standards
in mathematics (2007), 2008, p. 2).
Perrin (2012, p. 466) believes that middle-school math teachers should follow
the vision of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), because the
NCTM had been the leader of math education reform for more than twenty years,
even though the NCTM never officially released any academic standards in math
(National Research Council, 2001, p. 34). However, the NCTM (2000) specifically
describes the five learning process standards of mathematics:
Problem solving.

Students accomplish tasks without knowing the solution

methods in advance in order to extend their knowledge, foster their habits of
persistence and curiosity, and let students be confidence in unfamiliar situations. In
middle school, students should apply math to solve problems related to their everyday
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experiences with multiple methods and in-class discussions to deepen their
understanding of the math concepts they are adopting.
Reasoning and proof.

Students’ habits of noticing of patterns, conjecturing,

proving, and eventually expressing their reasoning must be developed by consistently
using the process in many contexts so that students are able to gain an insight into
math. In middle school, students should frequently encounter the following process:
notice regularities by observing patterns, make conjectures about the regularities, test
the conjectures, and finally construct and test mathematical statements.
Communication.

Students should learn to be clear and convincing, and

develop their understanding through sharing ideas and clarifying understanding. In
middle school, students’ math discussions should be more complex and abstract than
lower grades. Students’ math discussion in a middle school classroom should not
only include the strategies used to find the solution but also the ideas of analyzing,
comparing and contrasting, efficiency, and the appreciation of solving by multiple
strategies. In addition, teachers should recognize that peer pressure is much more
powerful in middle school and they must create a community to let students feel free
to share their ideas.
Connections.

Students should be instructed to recognize that the strands of

math are not isolated but connected so that students’ understanding can be deeper and
more lasting. In middle school, the core concepts are rational numbers, proportionality,
and linear relationships. Students should be able to see the intimate connection
between the three concepts.
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Representation.

Students need the set of tools that allows them to

understand others’ expressions and represent their thinking in a conventional form so
that their communication and learning can happen. In middle school, students use
tables, graphs, and equations for representation. They should also learn to recognize
different forms of fractions, decimals, percents, integers, exponents, and scientific
notations.
As the ten standards of content and process are interconnected (NCTM, 2000,
p. 29), it is also important to notice that the processes of communication and
representation are not independent from other three processes in the math class.
Among the five process standards, communication and representation are most
related to math academic language learning according to Zwier’s study (2014)
discussed in the section on teaching math academic language. While representation
mostly regards conventional symbols and formats, communication requires more
effort from teachers to be accomplished. Bennett (2010) and Wagganer (2015)
recognizes the need for students sharing their thinking and talking about math in class
and admit that it was a difficult task for math teachers to promote such
discussions. Ball (1993) believes that teachers should guide and extend students’
discussion, as Bennett (2010, p. 80) points out that well-designed questioning is a
powerful way to improve students’ discussions.
Wiliam (2014) describes problems within the traditional questioning practice
and further introduces a few principles of better questioning styles. Firstly, teachers
should avoid calling on the students who have already mastered the content and keep
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answering every question, because they do not need the chance of practice as their
classmates. Secondly, teachers should ask the question before picking the students,
otherwise only the picked students would think about the question. Thirdly, teachers
should not only plan the in-class activities, but also plan every question in detail so
that teachers would not believe the students have understood the content while they
have not.
In addition to questioning, Bennett (2010, p. 80) suggested that letting students
experience success would encourage students to talk freely and
confidently. Rawding and Wills (2012) introduced sentences stems, such as ―I agree
with… because... ,‖ to provide students with sentence structures to help students
express themselves more clearly.
In addition to the academic standards and learning processes standards, which
are expectations, the National Research Council (2001, pp. 115-140) describes five
clues indicating that a student is a successful math learner: (1) conceptual
understanding: students know the mathematical facts and methods and see these ideas
as connected. (2) Procedural fluency: students can compute accurately, efficiently,
and flexibly. Students improve themselves by practice and, hence, gain an insight of
the well-structured rules of math. (3) Strategic competence: students are able to
construct mathematical models to solve non-routine problems rather than just routine
problems. (4) Adaptive reasoning: students can think logically to reason deductively
and inductively, which is the source of problem solving. (5) Productive disposition:
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students see math as a useful and worthwhile subject and are confident in their
knowledge and ability in doing math.
The National Research Council (2001, p. 116) names these five interwoven
factors ―the strands of mathematical proficiency‖ and believed that teachers should
focus on all five strands instead of one or two. Perrin’s study (2012) indicates that
teachers in elementary school tend to only focus on the development of students’
procedural fluency, because they do not specialize in teaching math, which made it
more important to math teachers in middle schools to be familiar with the standards
and strands of math proficiency.
In this section, I examined the characteristics of middle school math teaching
from the aspects of transitioning, academic standards, learning process standards, and
strands of mathematical proficiency with a concentration on students’ ability in
communicating math. In the next section, I will introduce a philosophy of teaching
and learning that tends to motivate students and build students’ understanding, the
student-centered learning. There will be the highlights of a student-centered
classroom and the rationale of adopting such an educational philosophy.

Student-centered Learning
As the learning process standards (Minnesota K-12 academic standards in
mathematics (2007), 2008, pp. 19-45) and the description of students’ mathematical
proficiency (National Research Council, 2001, pp. 115-140) started to emphasize on
applying math concepts and reasoning, teachers should no longer teach traditional
math lessons, which only focus on the application of mathematical
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procedures. Meanwhile, learning environments that promote conceptual
understanding, problem-solving, critical thinking, and communication--the new ideas
added to the standards--often reflect many of the principles of student-centered
learning (Walters, K., Smith, T. M., Leinwand, S., Surr, W., Stein, A., & Bailey, P.,
2014, p. 3).
In 1997, McCombs and Whisler (pp. 36-37) concluded that the American
education system was not working when high dropout rates, low achievement, low
student motivation, and other unfavorable issues were reported across the
country. Thus, educators should consider a new pedagogy to fix these problems: a
pedagogy that has more students ―stay in school, learn, and exit school to become
productive and satisfied citizens and with the desire to continue learning after formal
schooling has ended.‖ The pedagogy that makes it happen is learner-centered or
student-centered teaching.
In the same year of 1997, the Learner-Centered Principles Work Group of the
American Psychological Association's Board of Educational Affairs shared the
learner-centered psychological principles drawn from research in psychology for
guiding the reform of education system: (1) students should discover and construct
meaning from information, experiences, and their own thoughts. (2) Students should
be goal directed. (3) Students should connect the new knowledge they are learning
and the prior knowledge they have learned. (4) Students should be able to reflect on
their thinking and learning process. (5) Students will be on task when they see
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learning as interesting, personally relevant, meaningful, and appropriate in complexity
and difficulty to their abilities. (6) Interaction and collaboration improve learning.
From the principles, McCombs and Whisler (1997, p. 9) defined learner
centered as the perspective that ―couples a focus on individual learners (their heredity,
experience, perspectives, backgrounds, talents, interests, capacities, and needs) with a
focus on learning (the best available knowledge about learning and how it occurs and
about teaching practices that are most effective in promoting the highest levels of
motivation, learning, and achievement for all learners).‖
In teachers’ practice and curriculum design, Cullen, Harris, and Hill (2012, p.
71), claim that a student-centered curriculum values an individual’s learning process,
as teachers pay attention to the learning community, share power with students, and
use assessment as a formative tool. In detail, Weimer (2002) believes that a
student-centered environment is established when the following five changes have
been made: (1) teachers carefully design the lesson and facilitate students to
collaboratively discover the knowledge: it does not mean that teachers no longer give
enlightening lectures. (2) Teachers share the power with students in selecting
assignments and activities, and even class policy decision making: it does not mean
that teachers let students take absolute control. (3) Teachers focus on using the
content to ―build a knowledge and develop learning skills,‖ while simply ―covering‖
all the content is no longer valued since it does not promote deep and long-lasting
learning. (4) Teachers create a consistent and caring classroom climate with logical
consequences, high expectations, and the commitment to learning to get students
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involved in the class so that they are able to recognize their responsibility for
learning. (5) Teachers use formative assessment for learning feedback, make
evaluation experiences less stressful, and develop students’ self-assessment and
peer-assessment skills.
Admittedly, there are educators, like Zwiers (2014), who hold opinions against
labeling teachers’ practice as student-centered or teaching-centered. However, it is
undoubtable that teachers should, at least, have an understanding of the learning
environment and the knowledge of how students learn (Turner, 2011, p.
129). Weimer (2002, pp. 29-30) argues that there are many effective techniques,
strategies, and approaches that fit the descriptions of student-centered pedagogy,
while they have various names. Therefore, teachers should not simply look at the
strategies under the name of student-centered or learner-centered learning, but
consider the all the available techniques that fall under the characteristics of
student-centered teaching.
In this section, I looked into the definition and principles of student-centered
learning, and how teachers can change their class to a learner-centered
environment. In the next section, the information under the four independent topics
will be integrated. I will discuss how my findings in this chapter can be connected to
serve my project.

Discussion
So far, I have explored all the four topics which are relevant to my guiding
question: How should teachers teach math academic language and support students
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using math academic language in Chinese immersion middle schools? First of all, I
found that students need to know and use academic language in their learning process,
thus, every student is a language learner and every teacher is a language
teacher. Meanwhile, teachers in immersion schools need support to develop students’
language of the curriculum, hence, my study is not only meaningful to myself but also
to all the middle-level math teachers in Chinese immersion schools. Then, through
learning the unique factors in Chinese, I have found the focus on studying teaching in
the commonly adopted simplified characters with the help of pinyin and two
distinguishable parts: a radical and a sound element. In addition, the importance of
students’ talking and conveying their thinking were discussed in the literature in the
topics of academic language and teaching middle school math, which means
encouraging students to use language is essential in both language and math
learning. Moreover, my examination in math standards and proficiency strands
provided me a guide of the content and rigor of the curriculum I am designing through
my capstone process. My findings in students’ language proficiency are also
important, because a curriculum must fit students’ current level. Finally, in the first
three topics, researchers either expressed the need of motivating students to learn
actively or directly pointed out the effectiveness of student-centered pedagogy, which
encouraged me to explore the principles and practice in student-centered learning. I
believe an effective curriculum can be created to answer my guiding question by
integrating and going beyond the information I concluded above in teaching academic
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language, teaching in Chinese immersion schools, teaching middle school math, and
student-centered learning.

Summary
Academic language is the language used in school to help students acquire and
use knowledge by describing complex ideas, higher-order thinking processes, and
abstract concepts. Every student needs to learn academic language as every teacher
should teach academic language. Math teachers should pay more attention to
academic language, because math academic language is more challenging than the
language in other subjects. Teachers should teach academic language through
facilitating meaningful in-class discussions and asking explicit questions. The
instruction of academic language should be a sociocultural, developmental, academic,
and cognitive process.
American Chinese immersion programs refer to educational programs in
which teachers teach in Chinese for at least half of the day, teachers are proficient in
Chinese or English, the program supports English in the community at large, and
teachers consistently speak only one language during a class. Most American
Chinese immersion public schools use Mandarin and simplified characters, and teach
pin yin as the Chinese phonetic system. Though students’ language level will not be
as good as their counterparts in China, they can reach an intermediate level in middle
school. Immersion teachers should pay attention to academic language, while they
fear that it may distract students from the content. Studies suggest that immersion
teachers should choose the core words from all the unlearned words to teach, let
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students learn the words in contexts, and create a student-centered environment to
promote active learning.
Middle school is the key period for students to gain the foundations for
success in algebra. Teachers should teach according to the rigorous state standards,
and be aware of the learning process standards described by the NCTM. Among the
process standards, communication and representation are most related to math
academic language learning. Teachers should carefully design their questions to
improve students’ learning and focus on fostering students’ mathematical proficiency
in conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive
reasoning, and productive disposition.
Student-centered approach is a pedagogy that motivates students to learn
actively and builds deeper understanding. It combines the focus on individual’s own
experience and background with the focus on effective teaching
practice. Student-centered curricula value students’ learning process as individuals,
when teachers pay attention to the learning community, sharing power with students,
and using assessment as a formative fool. Though there is a debate on labeling
effective teaching approaches as student-centered, teacher-centered or other names,
there is no doubt that teachers should understand how students learn and how
knowledge can be constructed.
In chapter three, I will present a structure of curriculum that focuses on
teaching math academic language through discussions, aligns with the state academic
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and learning process standards, and agrees with the principles of Chinese immersion
programs and student-centered learning.
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CHAPTER THREE
Methods
Overview
My guiding question is: How should teachers teach math academic language
and support students using math academic language in Chinese immersion middle
schools? This capstone project serves the purpose of exploring the possible answers
to the guiding question. Through the capstone process, I developed a curriculum
project to guide sixth to eighth grades math teachers in Chinese immersion schools
and provided them with resources in teaching math academic language as needed.
In chapter three, I discuss the rationale behind the need for the project, the
theories in which the curriculum is grounded, the process of how the curriculum was
developed, the ideal setting and participants that the curriculum serves, and the outline
of the contents in the curriculum. The rationale behind the development of the new
curriculum was drawn from studies in academic language, middle school math
education, and immersion education. The process was also based on multiple
theories in these three areas in addition to learner-centered principles. The outline of
the contents, which works along the process, presents the four parts of the curriculum
that helps math teachers and students in Chinese immersion middle schools, which are
the setting and participants, to teach or learn academic language.

Rationale
American middle schools are called to stick with the academic standards
(Bandlow, 2001, pp. 71-72), while academic language is a skill that every student has
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to learn in order to meet the current rigorous standards (Barrow, 2014, pp.
37-38). As Schleppegrell (2012, p. 416) believes that ―every teacher is a language
teacher,‖ teaching math academic language is more challenging than other subjects
(Zwiers, 2014, pp. 101-102). Meanwhile, a study from Tedick and Walker (2008, p.
89) indicates that immersion teachers need support in ―design[ing] curriculum and
learning activities that integrate language and content.‖ In addition, Met and
Livaccari (2012) suggest that teachers in Chinese immersion schools face a more
serious problem: ―developing literacy in Chinese simply takes longer than any other
languages.‖ Therefore, this capstone project will develop a curriculum to guide math
teachers and students in Chinese immersion middle schools to teach or learn math
academic language in order to eventually meet both the academic standards and
learning process standards (Minnesota K-12 academic standards in mathematics
(2007), 2008, pp. 19-45), and cultivate students’ mathematical proficiency (National
Research Council, 2001, pp. 115-140).

Process
The process of developing this curriculum was guided by the idea of backward
design from Wiggins and McTighe (2011, pp. 7-8): the best instruction starts with
clarifying the ―desired learning outcomes‖ and specifying the ―evidence that will
show that the learning has occurred,‖ because ―teaching is a means to an end‖ and the
curriculum is designed for teaching. The curriculum project also integrated a
student-centered perspective that ―couples a focus on individual learners (their
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heredity, experience, perspectives, backgrounds, talents, interests, capacities, and
needs) with a focus on learning (the best available knowledge about learning and how
it occurs and about teaching practices that are most effective in promoting the highest
levels of motivation, learning, and achievement for all learners) (McCombs and
Whisler, 1997, p. 9).‖ It was because student-centered curriculums engage students
to learn actively (Learner-Centered Principles Work Group of the American
Psychological Association's Board of Educational Affairs, 1997). The vocabulary to
be taught was chosen according to the four factors suggested by Met (2008, pp.
57-59).

In addition, the Chinese language to be presented in the curriculum was

Mandarin in simplified characters with pinyin, since they are adopted by most
Chinese programs in American public schools (Lindholm-Leary, 2011, pp. 84-85;
Weise, 2014, p. 24) and Mandarin is the official language of China (Guides, 2011, p.
19).
The curriculum project is a collection of core academic language vocabulary
(Met, 2008, pp. 57-59) and academic language functions (or sentence stems by
Rawding and Wills (2012)) , a guide for in-class discussions (Zwiers,2014, pp.
113-182), and a set of other learning activities that may help with students’ academic
language learning. The process of developing the curriculum began with examining
Minnesota state academic standards and listing the topics required by the standards
for middle school math learning. Secondly, the core vocabulary in English, Chinese,
and relevant mathematical notation were identified according to Met’s suggestion
(2008, pp. 57-59). Thirdly, following the idea from Rawding and Wills (2012), the
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frequently used language functions (sentence stems) as the ―mortars‖ were selected
and translated to Chinese. Finally, principles, strategies and activities for whole-class
discussion, small-group discussion, and questioning were be discussed. The guide
for discussions and activities were developed especially based on the principles of
student-centered learning principles (Learner-Centered Principles Work Group of the
American Psychological Association's Board of Educational Affairs, 1997).

Setting and Participants
This curriculum project were developed mainly for use by math teachers or
tutors in Chinese immersion middle schools as a toolkit. As this curriculum aims to
help students learn math academic language, it plays a supplemental role to the
standard math curriculum that pays more attention to mathematical concepts and
procedures. Ideally it will be used by teachers to decide that what language
components should be added to their lessons and how it should be taught in the
lessons when they are planning to teach new content in their math classes.
As teachers use this curriculum as a reference for their lesson plans, students
will have opportunities to learn math academic language through
communicating. Their mathematical communication will also boost their
understanding and reasoning in mathematics.

Guide Outline
Part one: Topics in middle school math.
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Purpose: teachers will be able to identify the English and Chinese name of the
mathematical topic they are teaching.


Ordered benchmarks in Minnesota K-12 academic standards in
mathematics (2007)



Relevant topics in both English and Chinese

Part two: Core vocabulary and mathematical representations.
Purpose: teacher will be able to identify the content-obligatory vocabulary as
the core ―bricks,‖ relevant mathematical notations, and their standard names in
Chinese with pinyin.


Core vocabulary in the topics



Relevant mathematical notations or examples



The corresponding Chinese vocabulary and its pinyin

Part three: Academic language functions.
Purpose: teacher will be able to identify the language functions and ―mortars‖
in order to help students communicate math ideas in Chinese immersion classrooms.


Frequently used ―mortars‖ and the corresponding Chinese phrase



Frequently used sentence structures and the corresponding Chinese
structures



Academic language functions in each math topic

Part four: Strategies for In-class discussion and questioning.
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Purpose: teachers will be able to question and lead the in-class discussion in a
productive way.


Questioning techniques



Whole-class discussion



Small-group discussion



Learning activities

Summary
The studies reviewed in chapter two in academic language, middle school
math education, and immersion education suggested that immersion teachers need
support in teaching academic language, especially in middle school math
classrooms. This is the rationale behind this curriculum-developing capstone. The
curriculum project was designed based on learner-centered principles and aimed to let
Chinese immersion students learn math academic language through speaking in
discussions and answering questions.
Through the capstone process, the topics, core vocabulary, and academic
language functions were organized for use in math classes in Chinese immersion
middle schools. Principles were discussed to guide teachers to lead in-class
discussion, plan questioning, and teach students to learn based on the characteristics
of the Chinese language. Moreover, the curriculum provided immersion teachers a
collection of learning activities which fit different topics in math.
The developed curriculum is presented in chapter four. By following the
process, the four parts in the outline of the contents were filled by actual
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information. My hope is that it will help middle-level immersion teachers and
students in teaching and learning not only literacy in math, but also better skills in
conceptual understanding and mathematical reasoning.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Results
Overview
My guiding question is: How should teachers teach math academic language
and support students using math academic language in Chinese immersion middle
schools? In this chapter, I follow the process discussed in chapter three to actually
create a project as a supplemental curriculum to support math teachers in Chinese
immersion middle schools in teaching academic language with a concentration on
in-class discussion.
There are four parts in this project. In part one, I regroup Minnesota’s math
standards and benchmarks into seven strands according to their topics. In each strand,
the benchmarks are presented by progressions or themes. The Chinese keywords of
the strands are provided. In addition, the translated sixth to eighth grade math
standards of Minnesota are attached in the appendix. Part one gives teachers a big
picture of the content in middle school math, helps teachers to identify the Chinese
names of the topic, and informs teachers the prior knowledge the students learned
before the class. Part two and three provides teachers with the translated vocabulary
and language functions within the same strands structure of part one. Teachers can
use these resources to plan the language outcome in class. One may find that there
are fewer language functions in this project than other language functions toolkits,
which is because students in Chinese immersion programs have limited language
ability and should focus on core language in the content. Part four introduces the
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principles and strategies of in-class discussions. Teachers can learn the fundamental
ideas of in-class discussions and learning activities designed for learning vocabulary
and creating discussions.
Concerning the project from a backward designing perspective, the first three
parts, standards and languages, describe the learning outcome, while the last part
provide teachers with the approaches to fulfill the learning objectives. Comparing
with the traditional math classrooms, lessons, which adopted the ideas in this project,
will be more student-centered, because teachers will pay more attention to building on
students’ prior knowledge, and the strategies mostly focus on self-reflection,
collaboration, and interaction.

For the readability as a curriculum, project, the next

section does not strictly follow the requirement of APA style.
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Teaching Math Academic Language in Chinese Immersion Middle Schools
Part one: Topics in middle school math.
Along with keywords in Chinese, part one provides teachers a big picture of
the math topics students should learn in middle school. It lets teachers identify
students’ prior knowledge, consciously plan to build the new concepts on students’
prior knowledge, and prepare students for their future learning.
Within seven strands, benchmarks are grouped by topic or progression. When
teachers are planning a lesson, they may find the strand, which contains the content of
the lesson as a subtopic. Reading the descriptions of the strand and details presented
by the grouped benchmarks informs teachers of the relevant concepts students have
learned and will learn. This information guides teachers to determine the learning
objectives, and design lessons that connect students’ previous experience and lead
students to look forward to their future learning in the topic.
To learn more about the standards and benchmarks, consult the translated
standards in appendix A and Minnesota K-12 academic standards in mathematics
(2007) (2008) in the references of this capstone.
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Number and operation: Read, write, represent and compare real numbers.
Keywords in Chinese: 实数、比较、表示形式、区分和归类、求近似值
Learning to read, write, represent, and compare real numbers is an important
task in every grade. The standards are uniformly distributed in each grade in middle
school. Students will learn real numbers, which include rational numbers and
irrational numbers, in different forms: integers, fractions, decimals, percents, and
ratios:


Sixth grade.



Seventh grade.



Eighth grade.

Students will learn about positive rational numbers.
Students will learn about negative rational numbers.
Students will learn to distinguish rational numbers from

irrational numbers, label real numbers on the number line (and coordinate
plane), and use mathematical symbols to compare real numbers.
Throughout this part of the strand, students are learning to compare, represent,
classify, and approximate real numbers. Hence, the benchmarks can be grouped and
presented in the following table:
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6th Grade

7.1.1.1

Classify
Compare

7th Grade

7.1.1.2
6.1.1.1

7.1.1.3

6.1.1.2

7.1.1.4

8th Grade
8.1.1.1
8.1.1.2

6.1.1.3
6.1.1.4
Represent

6.1.1.5

7.1.1.5

8.1.1.4

6.1.1.6
6.1.1.7
Approximate

8.1.1.3
8.1.1.5
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Number and operation: The concept of ratio.
Keywords in Chinese: 比例、比率、单位比率
In sixth grade, students will learn the concept of ratio (比例). Students will
not learn more about ratio itself in the upper grades, but students will see ratio as a
kind of representation of fractions or a relation between two objects in various
contexts from then on. The concept of ratio is the prior knowledge of measurement
in sixth grade, transformations and proportionality in seventh grade, and functions in
eighth grade.

Therefore, ratio is an important concept, though it seems like an

isolated topic with only three benchmarks below:

Benchmarks
6.1.2.1
6.1.2.2
6.1.2.3

Identify and use ratios to compare quantities (比例关系).
Apply the relationship between ratios to solve problem in various
contexts (在不同情境中的运用).
Determine the rate for ratios of quantities with different units (依据比
例和其单位确定比率).
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Number and operation: The operations of rational numbers and algebraic
expressions.
Keywords in Chinese: 运算、指数、比例、绝对值、代数式
The operations of rational numbers and algebraic expressions are fundamental
to math learning. This strand includes the operations of rational numbers with
positive integer exponents, ratios, absolute value, and Algebraic expressions.

In

middle school, Students will learn the operations of numbers in sixth and seventh
grade, and algebraic expressions in eighth grade.
Students should learn rules of operations and properties of arithmetic, and gain
great procedural fluency in the following progression:

Positive
Integer
Exponents
Ratios
Absolute
Value

6th Grade

7th Grade

6.1.3.1

7.1.2.1

6.1.3.2

7.1.2.2

6.1.3.3

7.1.2.3

6.1.3.4

7.1.2.4

6.1.2.3

7.1.2.6

8th Grade

7.1.2.6

Algebraic

8.2.3.1

Expressions

8.2.3.2
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Number and operation: Functions.
Keywords in Chinese: 函数、一次函数、等差数列、等比数列
Functions will be introduced to students in eighth grade. The learning will
mostly focus on linear functions in this grade. Students will first learn the concepts
and representations of function, then sequences as linear and nonlinear functions:

Functions

Benchmarks

Concepts

8.2.1.1 and 8.2.1.2

Representations 8.2.1.3, 8.2.2.1, 8.2.2.2, and 8.2.2.3
Sequences

8.2.1.4, 8.2.1.5, 8.2.2.4, and 8.2.1.5.
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Algebra.
Keywords in Chinese: 变量、代数式、方程、不等式、等值表达式、正比、
平方与平方根的关系
From sixth grade to eighth grade, the main topic of algebra learning is
variables and their relations as equations and functions. Students will learn to use
variables represent values in algebraic expressions, equations, inequalities, and their
equivalent expressions to represent relations between values.


Sixth grade.

Students’ learning focuses on the expressions and relations

of variables.


Seventh grade.

Students will learn proportionality as a special relation,

which requires the knowledge of ratio in sixth grade.


Eighth grade.

Students will learn another three relations, which are

linear equations, linear inequalities, systems of linear equations, and the
relation between square roots and squares of numbers.
Students’ progression is demonstrated in the following table:
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6th grade

7th grade

Variables

6.2.1.1

Representing

6.2.1.2

7.2.4.1

Relations

6.2.3.1

7.2.4.2

Equivalent

6.2.2.1

Expressions

6.2.3.2

8th grade
8.2.4.1

7.2.3.1
7.2.3.2
7.2.3.3
7.2.1.1
7.2.1.2

Proportionality

7.2.2.1
7.2.2.2
7.2.2.3
7.2.2.4
8.2.4.2
8.2.4.3

Linear
Equations

8.2.4.4
8.2.4.5
8.2.4.6
8.2.4.7
8.2.4.8

Square Roots

8.2.4.9
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Geometry and measurement.
Keywords in Chinese: 二维和三维图形、角的关系、单位的使用和转换、
几何变换、相似性、毕达哥拉斯定理
With twenty benchmarks, the standards require students to learn five main
topics in geometry and measurement from sixth to eighth grade:


Two- and three-dimensional figures. In sixth grade, students will learn to
calculate perimeter, area, surface area, and volume. In seventh grade,
students will learn the concept of π and to calculate the properties of
circles and cylinders.



Relationships between angles. In sixth grade, students will learn about
the angles formed by two parallel lines and a transversal, angles in
triangles, and interior angles of polygons.



Choosing and converting measurement systems. With the concept of
ratio as the prior knowledge, students in sixth grade geometry class will
learn to convert within measurement systems, and estimate measurements
by the given benchmark.



Transformations and similarities. With the concept of ratio as the prior
knowledge, students in seventh grade geometry class will learn the
properties of similar figures and transform figures in the coordinate plane:
Benchmarks.
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Pythagorean Theorem. In eighth grade, students will connect the
knowledge of variables and equations in algebra and right triangles in
geometry to learn the Pythagorean Theorem.

Students’ geometry learning progression is shown below:

6th Grade

7th Grade

Figures

6.3.1.1
6.3.1.2
6.3.1.3

7.3.1.1
7.3.1.2

Relationships
between Angles

6.3.2.1
6.3.2.2
6.3.2.3

Measurement
Systems

6.3.3.1
6.3.3.2

Transformations
and Similarities

Pythagorean
Theorem

8th Grade

7.3.2.1
7.3.2.2
7.3.2.3
7.3.2.4
8.3.2.1
8.3.2.2
8.3.2.3
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Data analysis and probability.
Keywords in Chinese: 概率、数据的展示和解读、图表、预测
Students from sixth to eighth grade will learn two main topics of data analysis
and probability:


Probability. In sixth grade, students will learn the concept of probability
and how to find experimental probabilities. In seventh grade, students
will learn to calculate probabilities.



Display and interpret data. In seventh grade, students will learn to find
and use mean, median, and range, and create graphs and histograms by the
given data. In eighth grade, students will learn to create scatterplots and
find the line of best fit to interpret data.

The learning process is presented by the table:

6th Grade
6.4.1.1

probability

6.4.1.2
6.4.1.3
6.4.1.4

Display and
interpret data

7th Grade

8th Grade

7.4.3.1
7.4.3.2
7.4.3.3
7.4.1.1

8.4.1.1

7.4.1.2

8.4.1.2

7.4.2.1

8.4.1.3
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Part two: Core vocabulary and mathematical representations.
Part two provides teachers the core vocabulary of math in middle school. It
helps teachers to identify the mathematical terms in simplified Chinese
characters. Pinyin is also provided so that teachers and students can easily pronounce
the characters, since it is almost impossible to figure out the pronunciation of a
Chinese character by simply looking at it. In addition, to help understanding and
build the connection between vocabulary and representations, mathematical symbols
and examples are presented along with the terms if applicable.
The mathematical terms are grouped within the same seven-strand structure as
part one. Keeping the structure allows teachers to easily find the vocabulary for the
lessons once they have located the topic they are teaching among the strands, because
topics in the same strand usually share a set of vocabulary.
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Number and operation: Read, write, represent and compare real numbers.
English Vocabulary

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

juãduìzhí

6

absolute values

绝对值
zuîbiāo

coordinate

坐标

zuîbiāo xì

coordinate plane

坐标系

gōngyuēshù

common factor
greatest,

公 约数

zuì dà gōngyuēshù

最大 公 约 数
gōngbâishù

common multiple
least,

公 倍数

zuìxiǎogōngbâishù

最 小 公 倍数

repeating,
nonterminating, nonrepeating,

小数

yǒuxiànxiǎoshù

有限 小数

0.52

xúnhuánxiǎoshù

0. 3

w ú xiàn b ù xúnhuánxiǎoshù

π

循环 小数

无 限 不循 环 小 数
fēn m ǔ

denominator

分母

gōngfēn m ǔ

common,

公 分母
děng y ú

equal to

等于

指数

fēnshù

fractions

improper,
factor
greater than

=

zhǐshù

exponent

complex,,

LCM

xiǎoshù

decimals
terminating,

GCF

分数

dài

dài

fēnshù

带 （代 ）分 数
jiǎfēnshù

假分数

yīn z ǐ

2
3
2
5
3
7
3

yīnshù

因 子（因 数 ）
dàyú

大于

>
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English Vocabulary
greater than or equal to,
integers
irrational numbers
less than
less than or equal to
negative
numerator
number line
opposites
positive
percents
prime numbers
rational numbers
rounding
scientific notation
significant digits
square
square root
whole numbers

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

d à y ú děng y ú

≥

大于 等 于
zhěngshù

整 数

w ú l ǐ shù

无理 数
xiǎo y ú

π

小于

<

xiǎo y ú děng y ú

≤

小于等于
fù

负
fēn z ǐ

分子

shùzhïu

数轴

xiāngfǎnshù

相 反数

3 & -3

zhâng

正

bǎifēnshù

百分数

5%

zhìshù

质数

yǒu l ǐ shù

有理数

s ì shě w ǔ r ù

四 舍 五入
k ē xuã j ì shù f ǎ

科学计数法
yǒuxiàoshù z ì

有 效 数字
píngfāng

平 方

píngfānggēn

平 方根
z ì ránshù

自然 数

2 × 108
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Number and operation: The concept of ratio.
English Vocabulary
rate
unit,
ratio

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

bǐ lǜ

比率
dānwâi bǐ lǜ

单 位 比率
bǐ lì

比例

a:b
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Number and operation: The operations of rational numbers and algebraic
expressions.
English Vocabulary

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin
jiā fǎ

addition

加法
jiā

add/plus
algebraic expression
approximation
associative law
bracket
curly,
commutative law

distributive law
equation
inequality

dàishùshì

代数式

order of operations
parentheses
subtraction
subtract/minus

3xy

q ǔ jìn s ì zhí

取近似值
jiã h ã l ǜ

结 合律

zhōngkuîhào

中 括号
d à kuîhào

大括 号

[]
{}

jiāohuàn l ǜ

交 换律
chú f ǎ

除法

chú

chú y ǐ

除 （除 以）

÷
÷

fēnpâi l ǜ

分 配律

děngshì

fāngchãng

等 式（ 方 程 ）
b ù děngshì

不等式
chãng f ǎ

multiplication
multiply/times

+
+

加

division,
divide

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

乘 法

chãng

chãng y ǐ

乘 （ 乘 以）
yùnsuàn c ì x ù

运 算 次序

xiǎokuîhào

kuîhào

×
×
P.E.M.D.A.

小 括 号 （括 号 ）

()

jiǎn f ǎ

−

jiǎn

−

减法
减
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English Vocabulary
unknown
variable

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin
wâizhīshù

未知数

biànliàng

变 量

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples
x
x
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Number and operation: Functions.
English Vocabulary
function
linear,
nonlinear,
graph
input
mapping diagrams
origin
output
rate of change
relation
sequence
arithmetic,
geometric,
slope
table
variable
vertical line test
y-intercept

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin
hánshù

函数

y í c ì hánshù

一次 函 数

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples
f(x)
y = mx + b

fēixiànxìnghánshù

非 线 性 函数
t ú xiàng

图 像

shū r ù

输入

yìngshâ t ú

映 射图
yuándiǎn

原 点

(0, 0)

shūchū

输出

biànhuà l ǜ

变 化率

shùxuãguān x ì

数学 关 系
shùliâ

数列

děngchāshùliâ

等 差数列

děng b ǐ shùliâ

等 比数 列
xiã l ǜ

斜率

m

biǎo g ã

表格

biànliàng

变 量

x

chuíxiàn c â shì

垂 线 测试
jiã j ù

截距

b
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Algebra.
English Vocabulary
constant
equation
linear,
system of linear,
graph
horizontal
inequalities
intersect
intersection
linear combination method
origin
parallel
proportionality
proportional relationship
inversely,
relation
slope
slope-intercept form
solution
exact one,

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

chángshù

常 数

děngshì

fāngchãng

等 式（ 方 程 ）

y ī yuán y í c ì fāngchãng

一 元 一次 方 程

2x +3 =7

duōyuán y í c ì fāngchãng z ǔ

多 元 一次 方 程 组
t ú xiàng

图 像

shuǐpíng

水 平

b ù děngshì

不等式
xiāngjiāo

相 交

jiāodiǎn

交 点

jiājiǎn f ǎ

加减法
yuándiǎn

原 点

(0, 0)

píngxíng

平 行

zhâng b ǐ

正 比

zhâng b ǐ guān x ì

正 比关系

fǎn b ǐ guān x ì

反比 关 系

y = kx
yx = k

shùxuãguān x ì

数学 关 系
xiã l ǜ

斜率

diǎnxiãshì

点 斜式
jiě

解

dān y ī jiě

单一解

m
Y = mx + b
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English Vocabulary
infinitely many,
no,
substitution method
square
square root
table
vertical
y-intercept

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

w ú xiànduōjiě

无 限 多解
w ú jiě

无解

dài r ù f ǎ

代 入法
píngfāng

平 方

píngfānggēn

平 方根
biǎo g ã

表格

chuízhí

垂直
jiã j ù

截距

b
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Geometry and measurement.
English Vocabulary
angle
acute,
adjacent,
alternate interior,
alternate exterior,
corresponding,
complementary,
exterior,
obtuse,
supplementary,
vertical,
area
surface,
base
bisects
bisector
perpendicular bisector
cylinder
circle
circumference

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

jiǎo

∠

角

ruìjiǎo

锐角

línjiǎo

邻角

nâicuîjiǎo

内错 角

wàicuîjiǎo

外错 角

tïngwâijiǎo

同位角
y ú jiǎo

余角

wàijiǎo

外角

dùnjiǎo

钝角

b ǔ jiǎo

补角

chuízhí

垂直

miàn j ī

面积

c â miàn j ī

侧面积
dǐ

底

A
S
b

píngfēn

平分

píngfēnxiàn

平分线

chuízhípíngfēnxiàn

垂直平分线
yuánzhù t ǐ

圆 柱体
yuán

园

yuánzhōucháng

圆 周 长

⨀
C
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English Vocabulary
congruent
diagonal
diameter
dimensional
two-,
three-,
equidistant
figure
regular,
irregular,
height
included side
included angle
intersect
intersection
kite
length
midpoint
opposite sides
parallel
parallelogram

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

quánděng

≅

全 等

duìjiǎoxiàn

对角 线
zhíjìng

直径

d

wãi d ù

维度
â r wãi

二维

sānwãi

三维

2D
3D

děng j ù

等距

t ú xíng

图形

guī z ã t ú xíng

规 则图 形

b ù guī z ã t ú xíng

不 规 则图 形
gāo

高

h

jiábiān

夹边

jiājiǎo

夹角

xiāngjiāo

相 交

jiāodiǎn

交 点

zhēngxíng

筝 型
cháng

长

zhōngdiǎn

中 点

duìbiān

对边

píngxíng

平 行

píngxíng s ì biānxíng

平 行四边 形

l
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English Vocabulary
perimeter
perpendicular
prism
Pythagorean Theorem
quadrilateral
radius
reflection
rectangle
rhombus
scale
scale factor
similar
square
transformation
translation
transversal
trapezoid
triangle
equilateral,
isosceles,
right,

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

zhōucháng

周 长

chuízhí

垂直

⊥

lãngzhù t ǐ

棱 柱体

b ì d á g ē l ā s ī dìng l ǐ

毕达哥拉斯 定 理

a2 + b 2 = c 2

s ì biānxíng

四边 形
bànjìng

半径

r

zhïuduìchân

轴对称

chángfāngxíng

j ǔ xíng

长 方 形 （矩 形 ）
língxíng

菱 形
bǐ

比
b ǐ l ì x ì shù

比例系 数
xiāng s ì

相 似

∼

zhângfāngxíng

正 方 形

j ǐ h ã biànhuàn

几何 变 换
píng y í

平移

sānxiànliùjiǎo

三线六角
t ī xíng

梯形

sānjiǎoxíng

三角 形

děngbiānsānjiǎoxíng

等 边三角 形

děngyāosānjiǎoxíng

等 腰三 角 形

zhíjiǎosānjiǎoxíng

直角三角 形

△
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English Vocabulary
vertex
volume
width

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

dǐngdiǎn

顶 点
tǐjī

体积
kuān

宽

w
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Data analysis and probability.
English Vocabulary
circle graph (pie chart)
data
event

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin
bǐngzhuàng t ú

饼 状 图
shù j ù

数据

shìjiàn

事件

h ù b ǔ shìjiàn

complementary,

互补 事 件

mutually exclusive，

互斥 事 件

histogram
line of best fit
mean
median
observed frequency
outcome
favorable,
probability
experimental,
theoretical,
range
sample
sample space
scatterplot
tree diagram

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples

h ù chìshìjiàn
zhùzhuàng t ú

柱 状 图

zuìjiā n ǐ h ã xiàn

最 佳 拟合 线
píngjūnshù

平 均数

m

zhōngwâishù

中 位数

guān c â pín l ǜ

观 测频率
jiãguǒ

结果

yǒu lì jiãguǒ

有利结 果
gài l ǜ

概率

P

shìyàngài l ǜ

试 验 概率
l ǐ lùngài l ǜ

理论 概率
j í chà

极差

r

yàngběn

样本

yàngběnkōngjiān

样本空 间
sàndiǎn t ú

散点图

shùzhuàng t ú

树 状 图

S
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English Vocabulary
Venn diagram

Corresponding Chinese
terms with pinyin
wãnshì t ú

文 氏图

Mathematical
Symbols/Examples
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Part three: Academic language functions.
Part three plays a similar role as part two, yet it provides teachers the language
functions instead of vocabulary. Teachers may choose the language functions from
the list and present them as sentence stems to support students’ communication in
class. Students can refer to the sentence stems and their pinyin to form sentences
when they do not know how to express their thinking in Chinese.
The language functions are grouped within the same seven-strand structure as
part one and part two. The arrangement lets teachers conveniently find the language
functions for the lessons after they located the topic they are teaching among the
strands and identified the vocabulary. In addition to the seven strands, part three
includes inquiry, comparing and contrasting, sequencing, justifying, and
problem-solving as the common language functions, which are frequently used in all
math classes.
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Frequently used language functions in middle school math.
Inquiry (提问). This function is used for questioning in
discussions. Students will need the following core words to form their questions and
ask for justification or clarification: what (什么), which (哪一个), why (为什么), and
how (怎么). Students in math have less chances to use when (什么时候) and where
(哪里), but they might need them in word problems. More language frames of the
function are:
Inquiry
I have a question: …
wǒ yǒu gâ wân tí

我 有 个 问 题...
I wonder…
qǐngwân wǒ xiǎngzhīdào

请 问 /我 想 知 道 ...

Am I correct in…?
wǒ

zhâyàngzuîduì ma

我...这 样 做 对 吗？
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Comparing and contrasting (比较和对比). In math classes, students will
learn to compare and contrast different strategies and procedures for solving
problems:
Comparing and contrasting
One similarity/difference between [subject A] and [subject B] is…
yǔ

de gîngtïngdiǎn bù tïngdiǎnshì

[事物 A]与[事物 B]的 共 同 点 /不 同 点 是...
[Subject A] …, but [subject B] …
dànshì

[事物 A]...， 但 是[事物 B]...
[Subject A] and [subject B] both…
hã

dōu

[事物 A]和[事物 B]都 ...
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Sequencing (形容顺序). The language function of sequencing allows
students to describe how they use multiple steps to solve a problem or how they apply
the algorithms:
Sequencing
In the first step, …, in the second step, …, in the third step, ...
dìyībù

dìârbù

d ì sān b ù

第一步， …，第二步， …，第 三 步，...
First of all, ..., then, …, finally, …
shǒuxiān

ránhîu

zuìhîu

首 先 ， …，然 后 ， …，最 后 ，...
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Justifying (证明). Justifying is used everywhere in math, because reasoning
and proof is one of the five strands of math learning process (NCTM, 2000). The
most frequently used words for justifying are ―because (因为)‖ and ―therefore (所
以)‖. Teachers have to notice that these two words cannot be in the same sentence in
English, but they usually form a language frame in Chinese: ―因为..., 所
以....‖ Other language frames for justifying are:
Justifying

If…, then…
rú guǒ

nà me

如 果 ...，那么...
I think…, because/since…
wǒ rânwãi

yīnwãi

我 认 为 ...，因 为 ...
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Problem solving (解决问题). Problem solving is also a strand of math
learning process (NCTM, 2000). The language functions of problem solving let
students identify key informations in the problems and determine ways of solving the
problems:
Problem solving
The problem is asking for…
zhâ ge wân tí yào wǒ men

这 个 问 题 要 我 们 ...

One way to solve this problem is…
kě yǐ yîng

de fāng fǎ láijiě tí

可以 用 ...的 方 法 来 解 题.
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Number and operation: Read, write, represent and compare real numbers.

[A number] is located between [a number] and [a number] on the number line.
zàishùzhïushàng

wâi y ú

hã

zhījiān

在 数 轴 上 ，[一个数字] 位 于[一个数字] 和[一个数字] 之 间 。

[A number] is greater/less than (or equal to) [a number].
d à xiǎo y ú

děng y ú

[一个数字]大/ 小 于/（ 等 于）[一个数字]。
[A number] can be simplified as [a number].
kěyǐ

bâi

huàjiǎnwãi

[一个数字]可以（被 ）化 简 为 [一个数字]。
[A number] and [a number] are equal.
yǔ

xiāngděng

[一个数字]与[一个数字] 相 等 。
Write [a number] as [a form].
bǎ

xiěchãng

d e xíngshì

把[一个数字]写 成 ...的 形 式 。
[A number] is … of [a number].
zhàn

de

[一个数字] 占 [一个数字]的...
The … of … is …
de

shì

[一个数字]的...是 ...
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Number and operation: The concept of ratio.

The ratio of [a subject] to [a subject] is [a number] to [a number].
yǔ

d e b ǐ b ǐ l ì shì

bǐ

[一个事物]与[一个事物]的比/比例是[一个数字]比[一个数字]。
[A number] [a unit] for every [a number] [a unit].
měi

[数字][单位]每 [数字][单位]。
There is/are [A number] [a subject] for every [a number] [a subject].
měi

jiù

yǒu

每 [数字][单位]（就 ）有 [数字][单位]。
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Number and operation: The operations of rational numbers and algebraic
expressions.

[a number] [a binary operator] [a number] equals [a number].
děng y ú

[一个数字][四则运算][一个数字] 等 于[一个数字]。
[a number] [an unary operator] equals [a number].
děng y ú

[一个数字][一元运算] 等 于[一个数字]。
Write [a number] as [a form].
bǎ

xiěchãng

d e xíngshì

把[一个数字]写 成 ...的 形 式 。
Find the [least common denominator/ least common multiple/ greatest common
factor].
qiú

求 [公分母/最小公倍数/最大公约数]。

The … of … is …
de

shì

[一个数字]的...是 ...
[A number] can be simplified as [a number]
kěyǐ

bâi

huàjiǎnwãi

[一个数字]可以（被 ）化 简 为 [一个数字]。
[A number] and [a number] are equal.
yǔ

xiāngděng

[一个数字]与[一个数字] 相 等 。
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Number and operation: Functions.

Use [a form] to represent the function.
yîng

láibiǎoshì c ǐ hánshù

用 [一种形式]来 表 示 此 函 数 。

Plot the point on the coordinate plane.
zàizuîbiāo x ì zhîngbiāochūzhâ g e diǎn

在 坐 标 系 中 标 出 这个 点 。

There is/are [A number] [a subject] for every [a number] [a subject].
měi

jiù

yǒu

每 [数字][单位]（就 ）有 [数字][单位]。

The rate of change is the change in output values divided by the change in input
values.
biànhuà l ǜ shìshūchūzhí d e biànhuàchú y ǐ shū r ù zhíbiànhuàsuǒ d ã d e shāng

变 化 率 是 输 出 值 的 变 化 除 以 输 入 值 变 化 所 得的 商 。

The [slope/y-intercept] of the function is [a number].
c ǐ hánshù d e

shì

此 函 数 的[斜率/截距]是 [一个数字]。
The function intersects [a line] at [a point].
c ǐ hánshù t ú xiàng y ǔ

xiāngjiāo y ǔ

此 函 数 图 像 与[一条直线] 相 交 与[一个点].
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Algebra.

[An operation] [a number] on both sides of the equation.
děngshìliǎngbiān

等 式 两 边 [加/减/乘/除][一个数字]。

Write [an algebraic expression] as [a form].
bǎ

xiěchãng

d e xíngshì

把[一个代数式]写 成 ...的 形 式 。
The solution of the equation/inequalities is…
c ǐ fāngchãng b ù děngshì d e jiěshì

此 方 程 /不 等 式 的 解 是 ...
The system of equations have [exactly one solution/no solution/infinitely many
solutions].
c ǐ fāngchãng z ǔ yǒu

此 方 程 组 有 [一个解/无解/无限多解]。
There is/are [A number] [a subject] for every [a number] [a subject].
měi

jiù

yǒu

每 [数字][单位]（就 ）有 [数字][单位]。

[A number/subject] and [a number/subject] are proportional/inversely proportional.
hã

chãngzhâng b ǐ fǎn b ǐ

[一个数字/事物]和[一个数字/事物] 成 正 比/反 比。
Use [a form] to represent the proportionality/inversely proportionality.
yîng

láibiǎoshì c ǐ zhâng b ǐ fǎn b ǐ guān x ì

用 [一种形式]来 表 示 此 正 比/反 比 关 系。

Suppose/let the number of [a subject] is x.
shâ

d e shùliàngwãi

设 [一个事物]的 数 量 为 x。

The [an unary operation] of [an algebraic expression] is…
de

shì

[一个代数式]的[一元运算结果]是...
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Geometry and measurement.

The [geometric property] of the [figure] is…
cǐ

de

shì

此[图形]的[长/宽/高/周长...]是 …
Decompose the [figure] into [figures] to find…
jiāng c ǐ

fēnjiěwãi j ǐ g â

láiqiú

将 此[图形]分 解 为 几个[图形]来 求 ...

[Angle A] and [Angle B] are [a special angle relationship].
yǔ

shì

[角一]与[角二]是 [角的特殊关系]。
[A number] [a unit] can be converted to [a number] [a unit].
k ě y ǐ bâizhuǎnhuànchãng

[数字][单位]可以 被 转 换 成 [数字][单位]。
[Figure A] is congruent/similar to [figure B].
quánděng xiāng s ì y ú

[图形一] 全 等 / 相 似于[图形二]。
A translation of [a number] [a unit] [a direction].
xiàng

píng y í

向 [方向] 平 移[数字][单位]。

A reflection by [an line].
关于[一条线]轴对称。
A rotation of [a number] degree clockwise/counterclockwise about the [point].
yǐ

wãixuánzhuǎnzhōngxīnshùn n ì shízhēnxuánzhuǎn

dù

以[点]为 旋 转 中 心 顺 /逆 时 针 旋 转 [数字]度。
A dilation with center [a point] and the scale factor [a number].
yǐ

wãisuōfàngzhōngxīn

wãisuōfàng b ǐ l ì jìnxíngsuōfàng

以[点]为 缩 放 中 心 ，[数字]为 缩 放 比例 进 行 缩 放 。
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Data analysis and probability.

Use [tree diagram/table/picture] to determine the sample space.
l ì yîng

pànduànyàngběnkōngjiān

利 用 [树状图/图表/示意图] 判 断 样 本 空 间 。
P(event), the probability of [event] is…
f ā shēng

d e gài l ǜ shì

发 生 [事件] 的 概 率 是 ...
According to the probability/the rate of change, It can be predicted/concluded that...
gēn j ù gài l ǜ biànhuà l ǜ

k ě y ǐ tuīduàn zǒngjiãchū

根 据 概 率/ 变 化 率，可以 推 断 / 总 结 出 ...
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Part four: In-class discussion and questioning.
Part four discusses the principles and strategies of questioning, whole-class
discussion, and small-group discussion. Starting with the rationales behind and
principles of questioning, whole-class discussion, and small-group discussion, part
four explores when, why, and how teachers should question or have discussions in a
lesson, and introduces strategies which let more students participate. Part four also
includes six learning activities with their Chinese names, which enrich the lesson and
facilitate students to learn through communication and collaboration.
Teachers who have determined the learning objectives and identified the
language components in the first three parts may review the techniques of supporting
students’ communication and choose appropriate learning activities through reading
part four.
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Questioning techniques.
Teachers use questions to ―start and maintain discussions, as well as check for
student learning (Zwiers, 2014, p. 116),‖ thus, it is important for teachers to know
different types of questions and some questioning techniques.

Display questions.

Display questions, or explicit questions, are the questions

that allow students to display their knowledge. For example, in math, display
questions are questions like ―What is the absolute value of negative
seven?‖ Teachers usually know the answers to the display questions and use the
questions to help students recall related information or prior knowledge. Though
asking display question is often overused, this practice can quickly build up students’
foundations and be used to model language (Zwiers, 2014, pp. 116-119).

Open-ended questions.

In contrast to display questions, which usually have

fixed answers, open-ended questions are questions that can be answered in various
ways (Sanchez, 2013, p. 206). Many open-ended questions let students use
higher-order thinking skills (Zwiers, 2014, p. 116-119). Answering open-ended
questions makes students’ skills in NCTM’s math learning process standards--which
include communication with teachers and peers--observable (Sanchez, 2013, p. 207),
so that teachers can assess students’ learning. For example, in teaching linear
functions, instead of asking students if the graphs of two functions intersect, teachers
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can ask students to create two functions that are not intersecting and explain their
rationale behind the functions they created.

Cold call. Wiliam (2014) points out that one of the traditional classroom
routines, teachers calling students who raise their hands to answer questions, is taking
away practice opportunities from students who need more practice and do not raise
their hands. Teachers need to let every student participate, but only pick one or a few
students to speak out loud. The technique, cold call, can maximize the number of
students who think: teachers call on students to answer questions regardless of
whether they raise hands. If students know they might be called on even if they did
not raise hands, they tend to think about the question and be prepared (Lemov, 2010,
pp. 111-112).

PPPB questioning strategy. In the same paper, Wiliam (2014) describes an
I-R-E (initiation-response-evaluation) model: the teacher calls on a student to answer
the question, uses his or her answer to assess the whole class, and determine the next
step of the lesson. However, teachers should not conclude where the whole class is
by evaluating only one student. To get more students to share their thinking for
students’ learning and teachers’ assessment, McGill introduces (2011) the PPPB
(pose-pause-pounce-bounce) questioning strategy:
1. Pose: the teacher poses the question to the whole class.
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2. Pause: the teacher asks the class to quietly think about the question for
a few seconds.
3. Pounce: the teacher calls on one student to answer the question and
does not provide any evaluative feedback to the student.
4. Bounce: the teacher calls on another student for his or her opinion on
the first student’s answer. The teacher can keep asking more students
to reflect on the answers and opinions shared with the class to see how
students understand the concepts behind the original question.

Write-share-SHARE. Write-share-SHARE is a modified activity based on the
classic classroom strategy think-pair-share. Think-pair-share (n.d.) lets students
quietly and independently think about the question, then discuss on the topic in pairs,
and finally share with the whole class. Write-share-SHARE requires students to
individually write down their thinking in the first step, which makes their work
observable. In the second step, teachers may let students share their thinking in small
groups which have more than two people. Both strategies end up with students
sharing their outcomes with the whole class.
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Whole-class discussion.
Whole class discussions allow students to ―see how ideas grow and are built
by a group of people (Zweirs, 2014, p. 125),‖ however, students have to be
encouraged to talk freely and confidently at first (Bennett, 2010, p. 80). Teachers
should use modeling, such as teacher errors and positive attitude, setting classroom
rules, and community-building activities to create an environment which makes
students feel comfortable to share their thinking. In addition, teachers should
develop a growth mindset, which allows students to see challenges and mistakes as
opportunities to success (Dweck, 2006), in students’ beliefs.
Teachers are the guides (Ball, 1993) and designers (Bennet, 2010, p. 80) of
students’ discussions. To prepare a successful whole-class discussion, teachers
should consider the following five factors: big ideas and thinking skills, vocabulary
and sentences, key questions, background needed, and academic discussion skills
(Zweirs, 2014, p. 127). Teachers can use the vocabulary and sentence stems
(Rawding and Wills, 2012) provided in part two and three to support students in
discussion. If students need to know the background of the discussion, the teacher
should give a lecture. Though educators have recently started to express negative
opinions on lectures, teachers should notice that lectures are efficient in introducing
information, providing academic language input, developing oral comprehension
abilities (Zweirs, 2014, p. 129). During the discussions, teachers should apply the
techniques of questioning and consider adopting the activities, which are introduced
later in part four, to facilitate students’ learning and practicing. To learn more
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community-building activities, consult Schilperoort (2015) in the reference of this
capstone.
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Small-group discussion.
Teachers often give up small-group discussions because of the noise and the
wasted time. However, small-group discussions allow students who missed their
chance in the whole-class discussions to practice. Besides, teachers have to keep in
mind that thinking and talking are vital for deep, lasting, and authentic
learning. Students in small groups cannot be productive without any
training. Teachers need to teach students to work together by modeling behaviors
and languages, and remember that it takes years to develop students to work in groups
(Zweirs, 2014, pp. 151-160).
Wilkerson and Lequia (2015, pp. 229-243) conclude five steps of small group
work:
1.

Group composition: teachers form groupas consciously. In math
classes, students benefit from working in heterogeneous groups, which
means group members are at different levels. However, if the gap
between two group members is too great, the heterogeneous group will
not work well.

2.

Nature of group task: teachers help each group to identify goals and
roles.

3.

Individual accountability: teachers plan for assessing group members
individually. The assessment can be done by quizzes, worksheets, or
roles in the project.
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4.

Relative ability of group members: teachers create equal opportunities
for success by assessing each group member’s improvement on his or
her own past performance and allowing group members to contribute
in different forms.

5.

Roles of educational professionals: teachers and paraeducators play
their roles as monitors of progress and behavior, and discussion
facilitators.

During small-group discussions, teachers can also use the vocabulary,
sentence stems, and questioning techniques to support students. In addition, forming
groups consciously does not only mean being aware of students’ abilities, but also
being careful with students’ relationships: some students just do not want to work
together.
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KWL(已知求知新知).
―K‖, ―W‖, and ―L‖ respectively refer to the words: ―known‖, ―want‖, and
―learned.‖ Through a whole-class discussion, the teacher leads the students to think
and write about what they have already known about the current topic, what they want
to know about the topic, and later, after the learning process, what they have
learned. Teachers can let students create lists of vocabulary and concepts
individually, as groups, or as a class during each phase of the activity.
This activity allows students to recall their prior knowledge before learning
and learn the new lesson with questions as objectives they come up with when they
discuss what they want to know. The last part, ―what we have learned,‖ lets students
reflect on their learning. The whole KWL process contains plenty of opportunities
for students to talk and learn.
To learn more about KWL, consult Ogle (1986) in the reference of this
capstone.
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Figure 1. KWL chart (Lane, n.d.). This figure is an example of KWL.
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Word Wall(字墙).
Teachers may write the terms on the cards and post them on the classroom
wall to make a word wall. While we can see a word wall in almost every elementary
classroom, it is rare to find a word wall in a secondary level math classroom. Math
learners in middle and high schools still have the need to learn vocabulary and the
concepts embedded. A word wall in a math classroom can serve students as a quick
vocabulary reference during discussion. When it comes reviewing, teachers can lead
the students to group or regroup the words to review the concepts and the connections
between them.
To learn more about word wall, consult Daniels and Zemelman (2014) in the
reference of this capstone.
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Figure 2. Math word wall (Lara, 2013). This figure is an example of word
wall.
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Vocabulary Tree(词汇树).
Though, with words placed on the root and branches, a vocabulary tree is not
as flexible as a word wall which allows one to move the words freely, a vocabulary
tree can clearly present the relationships between a group of words. Teachers may
divide students into small groups to create their own vocabulary tree on a certain
topic. Through the group work, students will think and discuss about the concepts
behind the words and see how they are related together as the root and branches of a
tree.
To learn more about vocabulary tree, consult Daniels and Zemelman (2014) in
the reference of this capstone.
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Figure 3. Vocabulary tree example (Cain, n.d.). This figure is an example of
vocabulary tree.
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Clustering and Mapping(词汇云图).
Under some topics, the root and branches of the vocabulary tree are not
capable to present the relationships between the words, yet the teacher would like the
students to practice on making connections between the words and
concepts. Clustering and mapping is the alternative activity for the teachers and
students. Clustering and mapping look similar, but are actually different: students
brainstorm what they know and link their ideas to make a cluster to present their
thinking before learning, while mapping means that students organize and connect the
concepts as a concept map after learning. Both clustering and mapping cultivate
students’ thinking strategies and provide cooperative learning opportunities.
To learn more about clustering and mapping, consult Daniels and Zemelman
(2014) in the reference of this capstone.
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Figure 4. Shapes (Pupils in Elaine Carey’s class, n.d.). This figure is an
example of clustering and mapping.
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Exit Ticket (出门卡).
Exit Ticket is also known as Exit Card. At the end of the class, the teacher
asks the students to quickly write down the answers to a few questions relevant to
what they have just learned on a slip of paper. In a math class, the questions can be
math problems or questions about the new concepts and vocabulary. If the teacher
does not have to know who exactly has a certain answer, the teacher can choose not to
require students to write down their names, which makes students feel less
threatened. If there is time after students finished their exit tickets, the teacher can
group students to share their exit tickets to prompt more discussion as wrapping up
the class. Exit ticket lets student reflect on their learning and informs the teacher of
how the students understand the new lesson, which guides the teacher’s future
teaching plan.
To learn more about exit ticket, consult Daniels and Zemelman (2014) and
Lemov (2010) in the reference of this capstone.
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Figure 5. Exit card (aps2read, 2012). This figure is an example of exit ticket.
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Password (我话你猜).
This activity is a competition among groups of students in the class. It can be
used as an energizing whole-class vocabulary review:
1. After learning around ten to twenty new words, group students into
fives and have each group list five new words or terms they just
learned.
2. Make sure the words are written large enough so that everyone in the
classroom can see them if they are held in front of the room. The
words can also be presented by technology.
3. The groups exchange the lists of words.
4. Starting with the first group, a volunteer, who is not from the group,
holds the first word of the five, as a group member stands with their
back to the word and tries to guess what the word is according to the
description shouted out by other students in the group.
5. The volunteer switches to the next word when the group finishes or
decides to pass the current one.
6. Each group has one minute to go through their word list.
7. The winning group is the one who gets the most words and use the
least time.
This activity is fun and motivates students to use language to describe the
vocabulary they have learned.
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To learn more about Password, consult Daniels and Zemelman (2014) in the
reference of this capstone.
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Summary
In this chapter, I integrated the ideas I learned from chapter two and followed
the process I planned in chapter three to developed a curriculum to support math
teachers in Chinese immersion middle schools. The parts of the curriculum project
focus on understanding Minnesota state standards, providing core vocabulary and
language functions in Chinese, and introducing teaching strategies. In the next
chapter, I will reflect on my learnings through the capstone process, discuss the
implications and limitations of my project, and look forward to future study in my
guiding question: How should teachers teach math academic language and support
students using math academic language in Chinese immersion middle schools?
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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusions
Overview
This capstone aims to develop a curriculum project to answer the guiding
question: How should teachers teach math academic language and support students
using math academic language in Chinese immersion middle schools? In the last
chapter of this capstone, I will briefly describe the whole capstone process. I will
begin with my personal background and how I was motivated to seek answers to the
guiding question. Then, I will revisit the studies I read in the literature review so that
readers of this capstone can identify the foundation of the curriculum project I
planned and actually developed in chapter three and four. Finally, following the
main ideas of the literature I reviewed, I will introduce my curriculum project: the
content, implementations, and limitations.

Background
My interest in studying the guiding question comes from five aspects of my
personal experience: learning math in both Chinese and American classrooms,
learning English as my second language, my teaching experience in the language
immersion program, my philosophy of education, and the career I am pursuing. I
experienced challenges and excitement during the transition between the
lecture-based K-12 math classes taught in Chinese and speaking and reasoning
intensive college math classes taught in English. Learning math in the American
classroom, I not only found that active learning develops conceptual understanding
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but also learned that my English skills, which were acquired with a focus on
conversational proficiency, were not capable of studying and communicating math
content knowledge. Years ago, my job was teaching elementary English at an
extracurricular English immersion school in Beijing, China. With the language
challenges I faced in the American math class, I reflected on how the students learned
various topics in an immersion setting and thought language learning should be
connected to math, science, social studies, and other subjects.
Now, I am a licensed Minnesota secondary mathematics teacher with a belief
that learning happens when learners talk about the content in academic
language. While I am looking forward to teaching in a Chinese immersion school
after I graduate, I realized that I need to learn more about teaching academic language
in a Chinese immersion classroom. As many schools start to offer secondary Chinese
immersion programs, little research has been done to study teaching math in
secondary Chinese immersion classrooms. Therefore, I determined to develop a
curriculum project to help math teachers in Chinese immersion middle school to teach
academic language with a concentration on in-class discussion. With this
determination, I examined studies about the guiding question, which are concluded in
the next section.

Learnings from Literature Review
To gain the theoretical foundation for developing the curriculum, I reviewed
the literature under four subtopics of the guiding question: teaching academic
language, teaching in Chinese immersion schools, teaching middle school math, and
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student-centered learning. Academic language is the language that students need in
order to acquire new knowledge and be successful at school (Schleppegrell, 2004, pp.
5-7, 162). Math teachers need to be aware of students’ academic language learning
(Barrow, 2014, p.35), because math is subject which most typically requires the three
main functions of academic language--describing complex ideas, thinking in a
higher-order process, and understanding abstract concepts (Zwiers, 2014, pp.
26-29). Though the best practices have not been found to follow in teaching
academic language yet (Ranney, 2012, p. 570), letting students use academic
language in discussions is the key for students to learn academic language (Barrow,
2014, p. 38).
In an American Chinese immersion program, teachers teach in Chinese and
never use both Chinese and English at the same time during the class (Weise, 2014, p.
29). Most Chinese immersion programs in the United States teach in Mandarin
(Lindholm-Leary, 2011, pp. 84-85) and use simplified characters (Weise, 2014, pp.
84). Though a content lesson is also a language lesson in immersion schools (Met,
2008, p. 56), teachers do not think there is time for teaching language and need
support in ―design[ing] curriculum and learning activities that integrate language and
content (Tedick and Walker, 2008, p. 89).‖
Middle school is the key period for students to gain the foundations for
success in algebra (Schielack & Seeley, 2010), thus, middle school teachers have to
stick to the state standards (Bandlow, 2001, pp. 71-72). The ―Minnesota K-12
academic standards in mathematics (2007) (2008)‖ not only described the standards
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under the four strands--number and operations, algebra, measurement and geometry,
data analysis and probability, but also emphasized the five math learning strands
guided by the NCTM’s vision: problem solving, reasoning and proof, communication,
connections, and representation. Among the five learning process strands,
communication and representation are most related to math academic language
learning (Zwier, 2014). Students need to share their thinking and discuss math topics
in class (Bennett, 2010; Wagganer, 2015), which should be led by teachers’
well-designed questions (Bennett, 2010, p. 80).
As the traditional math lessons only focus on the application of mathematical
procedures, learning environments that promote conceptual understanding,
problem-solving, critical thinking, and communication often reflect many of the
principles of student-centered learning (Walters, K., Smith, T. M., Leinwand, S., Surr,
W., Stein, A., & Bailey, P., 2014, p. 3). A student-centered learning environment is
also a key to students’ language development in a language immersion program
(Genesee, 2008, p. 37). Learner-centered psychology bares the principles such as
students should be discovering and constructing meaning and new knowledge from
their personal experience and prior knowledge, students reflecting on their thinking
and learning process, and students learning through interaction and collaboration
(Learner-Centered Principles Work Group of the American Psychological
Association's Board of Educational Affairs, 1997).
With the ideas, principles, and strategies drawn from the literature in these
four areas, I planned a process for developing a supplementary curriculum as a
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teachers’ toolkit and actually followed the process to create the project, which is
concluded in the next section.

The Project Created
The curriculum developed in chapter four can be implemented by math
teachers or tutors in Chinese immersion middle schools. The curriculum plays a
supplemental role to the standard math curriculum that pays more attention to
mathematical concepts and procedures. Ideally, it will be used by teachers to decide
which language components should be added to their lessons and how they should be
taught or reviewed in the lessons when they are planning to teach their math
classes. As this curriculum guides teachers to teach academic language with a
concentration on discussions, students will have opportunities to learn math academic
language through communicating, which boosts understanding and reasoning in
mathematics. If the vocabulary and language functions are adopted school-wide or
department-wide, students will benefit from the consistency.
There are four parts in this project. In part one, with Chinese keywords
presented, the benchmarks of sixth to eighth grades in Minnesota’s math standards
were regrouped into seven strands by topics. Part one allows teachers to access the
big picture of the content, the prior knowledge of the coming lessons, and the Chinese
names of main topics. Part two and three present translated vocabulary and language
functions within the same strands structure of part one. Teachers can choose the
language they need when they plan the lessons. Part four discusses the principles and
strategies of in-class discussions and vocabulary learning. With the guiding
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principles and fun activities, teachers can create high quality in-class discussions and
collaborative learning tasks.

Learnings, Limitations, and Further Studies
Through the development of the curriculum project, I systematically explored
the topics in middle school math, the academic language of math in Chinese, and
strategies for guiding students to learn math concepts and languages in discussions
and collaborations. If I work in a Chinese immersion middle school in the future, I
will be a teacher who refers to the curriculum project in planning and in practice.
However, I do not think this project is perfect. The major limitation is that
there are few studies that focus on the principles on teaching Chinese as a second
language. The strategies in the project were designed for teaching English. Though
students’ language learning process is similar in learning different languages, there is
distinct difference between Chinese and English: as to the words, for example,
English words can be spelled and sounded by twenty-six letters, while Chinese
characters are more complicated even when they have been simplified. The other
limitation is that this project is created by the math standards of Minnesota. There
may be more math topics, vocabulary, and language functions for middle school
math. Thus, I expect the users to keep enriching this toolkit to meet the requirement
of their own teaching and learning environments, and work with Chinese language
arts teachers at school to find more effective strategies for teaching academic
language in Chinese.
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Summary
My learning and teaching experience led me to explore the effective practice
in teaching math academic language in Chinese immersion middle schools with a
concentration on in-class discussions through the capstone process. From reviewing
the literature related to my interest, I realized that integrating the principles and
strategies in the four areas--academic language, teaching in the Chinese immersion
schools, middle school math, and student-centered learning--to develop a curriculum
project was the best way to answer my guiding question. As the outcome of the
capstone process, the developed curriculum project includes three aspects: an
interpretation of middle level math benchmarks, a resource packet of academic
language, and a guide for teaching math concepts and language through discussion
and collaboration. The project is a supplemental material that supports math teachers
to teach in a middle level Chinese immersion setting. As the teachers use the
curriculum, they can keep enriching the content within the developed structure
according to their situations and eventually achieve the goal that students are able to
not only understand the math concepts but also share their ideas in math academic
language in Chinese.
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Appendix
Translated Minnesota K-12 Academic Standards in Mathematics
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Grade 6
Strand: Number & Operation
Standard: Read, write, represent and compare positive rational numbers expressed as
fractions, decimals, percents and ratios; write positive integers as products of factors;
use these representations in real-world and mathematical situations.
6.1.1 读、写、表示和比较以分数、小数、百分数和比例的形式出现的正有理数。
将正整数转化为其因数的乘积。
运用以上数字表达的知识解决数学问题和实际生活问题。
No. Benchmark
6.1.1.1 Locate positive rational numbers on a number line and plot pairs of positive
rational numbers on a coordinate grid.
可以标示出正有理数在数轴上的位置。
可以标示出由一对正有理数组成的坐标点在平面直角坐标系中的位置。
6.1.1.2 Compare positive rational numbers represented in various forms. Use the
symbols < , = and >.
使用大于、等于、小于号。
比较以分数、小数、百分数和比例的形式出现的正有理数。
6.1.1.3 Understand that percent represents parts out of 100 and ratios to 100.
理解百分数所表达的概念：100 中的一部分，数字与 100 的比例。
6.1.1.4 Determine equivalences among fractions, decimals and percents; select among
these representations to solve problems.
在分数、小数和百分数之间进行等量转换，并求解数学问题。
6.1.1.5 Factor whole numbers; express a whole number as a product of prime factors
with exponents.
因式分解自然数
使用以质因数为底数的幂的乘积表达自然数。
6.1.1.6 Determine greatest common factors and least common multiples. Use common
factors and common multiples to calculate with fractions and find equivalent
fractions.
会求最大公约数和最小公倍数。
使用公约数和公倍数的概念进行分数之间的运算和求解等值分数（分数的
等量转换）。
6.1.1.7 Convert between equivalent representations of positive rational numbers.
在不同形式之间等量转换正有理数。
Standard: Understand the concept of ratio and its relationship to fractions and to the
multiplication and division of whole numbers. Use ratios to solve real-world and
mathematical problems.
6.1.2 比例的概念，及其与分数的联系、与自然数乘除运算的联系。
使用比例解决实际生活问题和数学问题。
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6.1.2.1 Identify and use ratios to compare quantities; understand that comparing
quantities using ratios is not the same as comparing quantities using
subtraction.
建立比例关系并进行量的比较。
理解使用比例进行量的比较与使用减法不同。
6.1.2.2 Apply the relationship between ratios, equivalent fractions and percents to
solve problems in various contexts, including those involving mixtures and
concentrations.
在不同情境（包括涉及混合或浓度概念的情境）中运用比例、等值分数和
百分数之间的关系解决问题。
6.1.2.3 Determine the rate for ratios of quantities with different units.
依据比例和其单位确定比率（XX 每 XX）
6.1.2.4 Use reasoning about multiplication and division to solve ratio and rate
problems.
依据乘除法的原理解决比例和比率的问题
Standard: Multiply and divide decimals, fractions and mixed numbers; solve
real-world and mathematical problems using arithmetic with positive rational
numbers.
6.1.3 小数、分数和带分数的乘除运算。
使用该运算法则解决涉及正有理数的数学问题和世界问题。
6.1.3.1 Multiply and divide decimals and fractions, using efficient and generalizable
procedures, including standard algorithms.
使用高效、统一的步骤（包括标准运算法则）做小数和分数的乘除法问题。
6.1.3.2 Use the meanings of fractions, multiplication, division and the inverse
relationship between multiplication and division to make sense of procedures
for multiplying and dividing fractions.
依据分数、乘法、除法和乘除法之间的逆运算关系的概念来理解分数乘除
运算的步骤。
6.1.3.3 Calculate the percent of a number and determine what percent one number is
of another number to solve problems in various contexts.
在不同情境中，求所占给定数字的百分比的数字，求一个给定数字所占另
一个数字的百分比（两个数量，一个百分比，给定二者求其三）。
6.1.3.4 Solve real-world and mathematical problems requiring arithmetic with
decimals, fractions and mixed numbers.
运用小数、分数、带分数的运算法则解决实际问题和数学问题。
6.1.3.5 Estimate solutions to problems with whole numbers, fractions and decimals
and use the estimates to assess the reasonableness of results in the context of
the problem.
估算自然数、分数和小数运算的解，并运用估算解评估此数学问题情境的
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合理性。
Strand: Algebra
Standard: Recognize and represent relationships between varying quantities; translate
from one representation to another; use patterns, tables, graphs and rules to solve
real-world and mathematical problems.
6.2.1 识别并表示变量之间的关系。
用不同方式表示变量关系。
用规律、表格、图表和规则解决实际问题和数学问题。
6.2.1.1 Understand that a variable can be used to represent a quantity that can change,
often in relationship to another changing quantity. Use variables in various
contexts.
理解变量可以用来表示会改变的数值，变量往往会应用在表达两个会改变
的数值的关系上。在不同情境中使用变量。
6.2.1.2 Represent the relationship between two varying quantities with function rules,
graphs and tables; translate between any two of these representations.
用方程、图表和表格的形式表达两个变量的关系，并在不同形式上相互转
换。
Standard: Use properties of arithmetic to generate equivalent numerical expressions
and evaluate expressions involving positive rational numbers.
6.2.2 根据运算规则写出等值表达式，并求含有正有理数的表达式的值。
6.2.2.1 Apply the associative, commutative and distributive properties and order of
operations to generate equivalent expressions and to solve problems involving
positive rational numbers.
运用结合律、交换律、分配律和运算次序进行表达式的等值转换，并求解
含有正有理数的数学问题。
Standard: Understand and interpret equations and inequalities involving variables and
positive rational numbers. Use equations and inequalities to represent real-world and
mathematical problems; use the idea of maintaining equality to solve equations.
Interpret solutions in the original context.
6.2.3 理解并解读含有变量和正有理数的等式和不等式。
使用等式和不等式表达实际问题和数学问题。
运用维持等式成立的概念解方程。
将方程解带入到原情境中解读。
6.2.3.1 Represent real-world or mathematical situations using equations and
inequalities involving variables and positive rational numbers.
使用有变量和正有理数的等式和不等式表达实际生活问题和数学问题。
6.2.3.2 Solve equations involving positive rational numbers using number sense,
properties of arithmetic and the idea of maintaining equality on both sides of
the equation. Interpret a solution in the original context and assess the
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reasonableness of results.
运用数字常识、运算法则以及维持等式两边相等的概念，求解含有正有理
数的方程。将方程的解带入回原情境中，并评估此方程解的合理性。
Strand: Geometry & Measurement
Standard: Calculate perimeter, area, surface area and volume of two- and
three-dimensional figures to solve real-world and mathematical problems.
6.3.1 求二维和三位图形的周长、面积、表面积和体积。
解决实际生活问题和数学问题。
6.3.1.1 Calculate the surface area and volume of prisms and use appropriate units,
such as cm2 and cm3. Justify the formulas used. Justification may involve
decomposition, nets or other models.
计算棱柱体的表面积和体积，并使用相应单位。
利用分解图形、网格及其他模型，阐明选择所使用公式的理由。
6.3.1.2 Calculate the area of quadrilaterals. Quadrilaterals include squares, rectangles,
rhombuses, parallelograms, trapezoids and kites. When formulas are used, be
able to explain why they are valid.
计算四边形（正方形、长方形、菱形、平行四边形、梯形和筝形）的面积。
解释选择所用公式的合理性。
6.3.1.3 Estimate the perimeter and area of irregular figures on a grid when they cannot
be decomposed into common figures and use correct units, such as cm and
cm2.
如果分解图形的方法不可用，利用网格估算不规则图形的周长和面积。正
确使用单位。
Standard: Understand and use relationships between angles in geometric figures.
6.3.2 理解并应用几何图形中角的关系
6.3.2.1 Solve problems using the relationships between the angles formed by
intersecting lines.
运用两直线相交形成的角的关系解题。
6.3.2.2 Determine missing angle measures in a triangle using the fact that the sum of
the interior angles of a triangle is 180˚. Use models of triangles to illustrate
this fact.
应用―三角形内角和 180˚‖的定义求角的角度。画示意图。
6.3.2.3 Develop and use formulas for the sums of the interior angles of polygons by
decomposing them into triangles.
用将多边形分解为三角形的方法找到多边形内角和的规律并归纳为公式。
使用此公式解题。
Standard: Choose appropriate units of measurement and use ratios to convert within
measurement systems to solve real-world and mathematical problems.
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6.3.3 恰当选择度量单位并使用比例进行单位系统间的转换。
解决实际生活问题和数学问题。
6.3.3.1 Solve problems in various contexts involving conversion of weights,
capacities, geometric measurements and times within measurement systems
using appropriate units.
在不同情境中，恰当使用单位求解涉及单位转换（重量、容积、几何度量
和时间）的问题。
6.3.3.2 Estimate weights, capacities and geometric measurements using benchmarks
in measurement systems with appropriate units.
使用恰当单位并依据一定基准估算重量、容积、几何度量。
Strand: Data Analysis & Probability
Standard: Use probabilities to solve real-world and mathematical problems; represent
probabilities using fractions, decimals and percents.
6.4.1 使用概率的概念解决实际生活和数学问题。
用分数、小数和百分数表达概率。
6.4.1.1 Determine the sample space (set of possible outcomes) for a given experiment
and determine which members of the sample space are related to certain
events. Sample space may be determined by the use of tree diagrams, tables or
pictorial representations.
判断出样品空间（指一次统计实验中所有可能结果的集合）和与特定事件
相关的样本点。
使用树状图、图表和示意图表示样本空间。
6.4.1.2 Determine the probability of an event using the ratio between the size of the
event and the size of the sample space; represent probabilities as percents,
fractions and decimals between 0 and 1 inclusive. Understand that
probabilities measure likelihood.
根据事件的大小与样本空间的大小的比例求出此事件发生的概率。
用 0 和 1 之间的百分数、分数和小数表达概率。
理解概率表达的是一种可能性。
6.4.1.3 Perform experiments for situations in which the probabilities are known,
compare the resulting relative frequencies with the known probabilities; know
that there may be differences.
在已知一个事件概率的情况下进行实验，比较实验结果和已知概率，
理解二者的不同。
6.4.1.4 Calculate experimental probabilities from experiments; represent them as
percents, fractions and decimals between 0 and 1 inclusive. Use experimental
probabilities to make predictions when actual probabilities are unknown.
根据实验计算实验概率，并用用 0 和 1 之间的百分数、分数和小数表达概
率。
根据实验概率预测事件真正的概率。
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Grade 7
Strand: Number & Operation
Standard: Read, write, represent and compare positive and negative rational numbers,
expressed as integers, fractions and decimals.
7.1.1 读、写、表示和比较以分数、小数、百分数和比例的形式出现的正有理数
和负有理数。
7.1.1.1 Know that every rational number can be written as the ratio of two integers or
as a terminating or repeating decimal. Recognize that π is not rational, but that
it can be approximated by rational numbers such as 22/7 and 3.14.
知道每个有理数都可以被写成两个整数的比、有限小数或无限循环小数。
π 不是有理数，但可以求有理数形式的近似值，比如 22/7 和 3.14。
7.1.1.2 Understand that division of two integers will always result in a rational
number. Use this information to interpret the decimal result of a division
problem when using a calculator.
理解两个整数相除所得的商一定是有理数，并由此推断使用计算器做除法
所得之商是否准确。
7.1.1.3 Locate positive and negative rational numbers on a number line, understand
the concept of opposites, and plot pairs of positive and negative rational
numbers on a coordinate grid.
能够在数轴上标示出正有理数和负有理数。
理解相反数的概念。
能够在平面直角坐标系中标示出有一对正或负有理数组成的点。
7.1.1.4 Compare positive and negative rational numbers expressed in various forms
using the symbols < , > , = , ≤ , ≥ .
比较以各种形式出现的正或负有理数，并使用< , > , = , ≤ , ≥表达。
7.1.1.5 Recognize and generate equivalent representations of positive and negative
rational numbers, including equivalent fractions.
理解并用不同形式表达正或负有理数，包括等值分数。
Standard: Calculate with positive and negative rational numbers, and rational numbers
with whole number exponents, to solve real-world and mathematical problems.
7.1.2 计算带有正有理数、负有理数和以有理数为底数自然数为指数的幂。
解决实际生活问题和数学问题。
7.1.2.1 Add, subtract, multiply and divide positive and negative rational numbers that
are integers, fractions and terminating decimals; use efficient and generalizable
procedures, including standard algorithms; raise positive rational numbers to
whole-number exponents.
掌握包括整数、分数、有限小数在内的正有理数和负有理数的四则运算
归纳总结并使用高效的计算步骤（包括标准运算法则）
计算以有理数为底数自然数为指数的幂
7.1.2.2 Use real-world contexts and the inverse relationship between addition and
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subtraction to explain why the procedures of arithmetic with negative rational
numbers make sense.
使用实际生活的事例和加减法之间的逆运算关系理解含有负有理数的运
算步骤。
7.1.2.3 Understand that calculators and other computing technologies often truncate or
round numbers.
认识到计算器和其他运算工具经常按照四舍五入的原则处理结果。
7.1.2.4 Solve problems in various contexts involving calculations with positive and
negative rational numbers and positive integer exponents, including computing
simple and compound interest.
解决不同情境中含有正或负有理数以及以正整数为指数的幂的数学问题，
包括计算单利息和复利息。
7.1.2.5 Use proportional reasoning to solve problems involving ratios in various
contexts.
在不同情境中运用比例推理（proportional reasoning）解决含有比例的数学
问题。
7.1.2.6 Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the absolute value
of a rational number and distance on a number line. Use the symbol for
absolute value.
理解有理数的绝对值和其在数轴上与原点的距离的关系。
使用绝对值符号。
Strand: Algebra
Standard: Understand the concept of proportionality in real-world and mathematical
situations, and distinguish between proportional and other relationships.
7.2.1 在实际生活和数学理论的情境中理解正比和反比的概念。
区分正反比和其他数学关系模型。
7.2.1.1 Understand that a relationship between two variables, x and y, is proportional
if it can be expressed in the form y/x = k or y = kx. Distinguish proportional
relationships from other relationships, including inversely proportional
relationships (yx = k or y = k/x).
理解变量 x 和 y 的正比关系：如果 x 与 y 成正比，那么它们的关系可以写
成 y/x = k 或 y = kx。
区分正比关系和其他数学关系模型，包括可以用 yx = k 或 y = k/x 来表达
的反比关系。
7.2.1.2 Understand that the graph of a proportional relationship is a line through the
origin whose slope is the unit rate (constant of proportionality). Know how to
use graphing technology to examine what happens to a line when the unit rate
is changed.
正比的图像是一条穿过坐标系原点的直线，其斜率是其单位变化率，也就
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是其比例常数。
通过画图来了解单位变化率的改变是如何影响图像的。
Standard: Recognize proportional relationships in real-world and mathematical
situations; represent these and other relationships with tables, verbal descriptions,
symbols and graphs; solve problems involving proportional relationships and explain
results in the original context.
7.2.2 在实际生活和数学理论的情境中认出正反比关系
使用表格、语言描述、数学符号和图表表达正反比和其他数学关系
解决含有正反比关系的问题并在原题目的情境中解读所得解
7.2.2.1 Represent proportional relationships with tables, verbal descriptions, symbols,
equations and graphs; translate from one representation to another. Determine
the unit rate (constant of proportionality or slope) given any of these
representations.
使用表格、语言描述、数学符号和图表表达正反比关系。
将以上一种关系表达形式转换成为另一种。
根据给定表达形式指出单位变化率（或作比例常数、斜率）。
7.2.2.2 Solve multi-step problems involving proportional relationships in numerous
contexts.
在不同情境中解决含有正反比关系概念的多步骤数学问题。
7.2.2.3 Use knowledge of proportions to assess the reasonableness of solutions.
运用正反比的概念评估所得解的合理性。
7.2.2.4 Represent real-world or mathematical situations using equations and
inequalities involving variables and positive and negative rational numbers.
用含有变量、正负有理数的等式与不等式表达实际生活或者数学理论情境
中的关系。

Standard: Apply understanding of order of operations and algebraic properties to
generate equivalent numerical and algebraic expressions containing positive and
negative rational numbers and grouping symbols; evaluate such expressions.
7.2.3 根据运算顺序和规则写出含有正、负有理数和（影响运算顺序的）组合符
号写出等等值表达式
求以上数学表达式的值
7.2.3.1 Use properties of algebra to generate equivalent numerical and algebraic
expressions containing rational numbers, grouping symbols and whole number
exponents. Properties of algebra include associative, commutative and
distributive laws.
运用代数运算规则写出含有有理数、（影响运算顺序的）组合符号和以自
然数为指数的幂的等值代数式。
代数运算规则包括结合律、交换律和分配律。
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7.2.3.2 Evaluate algebraic expressions containing rational numbers and whole number
exponents at specified values of their variables.
在给出变量的值的情况下，求含有有理数和以自然数为指数的幂的代数式
的值。
7.2.3.3 Apply understanding of order of operations and grouping symbols when using
calculators and other technologies.
根据运算顺序和（影响运算顺序的）组合符号正确使用计算器和其他计算
工具进行计算。
Standard: Represent real-world and mathematical situations using equations with
variables. Solve equations symbolically, using the properties of equality. Also solve
equations graphically and numerically. Interpret solutions in the original context.
7.2.4 使用带有变量的等式（方程）表达实际生活和数学理论的情境
根据等式的性质，使用代数法解等式（方程）
利用图像和数值解等式（方程）
在原题目的情境中解释所得解的意义
7.2.4.1 Represent relationships in various contexts with equations involving variables
and positive and negative rational numbers. Use the properties of equality to
solve for the value of a variable. Interpret the solution in the original context.
在不同情境中，用含有变量和正、负有理数的等式表达数学关系。
根据等式求方程中一个未知数的解。
在原题目的情境中解释所得解的意义。
7.2.4.2 Solve equations resulting from proportional relationships in various contexts.
在不同情境中，根据正反比的关系建立等式并求解。
Strand: Geometry & Measurement
Standard: Use reasoning with proportions and ratios to determine measurements,
justify formulas and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving circles
and related geometric figures.
7.3.1 运用正反比和比例的概念选择度量单位、公式并解决含有圆及其相关几何
图形的数学或现实生活问题
7.3.1.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the proportional relationship between the
diameter and circumference of a circle and that the unit rate (constant of
proportionality) is π. Calculate the circumference and area of circles and
sectors of circles to solve problems in various contexts.
知道直径与周长存在正比的关系，其单位变化率（比例常数）为 π。
在不同情境中，求圆或扇形的周长和面积。
7.3.1.2 Calculate the volume and surface area of cylinders and justify the formulas
used.
求圆柱体的体积和表面积。
理解所用公式的含义。
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Standard: Analyze the effect of change of scale, translations and reflections on the
attributes of two-dimensional figures.
7.3.2 二维图形的缩放、平移和反射
7.3.2.1 Describe the properties of similarity, compare geometric figures for similarity,
and determine scale factors.
理解图形相似的意义。
比较相似图形，求相似比。
7.3.2.2 Apply scale factors, length ratios and area ratios to determine side lengths and
areas of similar geometric figures.
使用相似比、长度比和面积比求相似图形的边长和面积。
7.3.2.3 Use proportions and ratios to solve problems involving scale drawings and
conversions of measurement units.
使用正反比和比例解决含有图形缩放和单位转换的问题。
7.3.2.4 Graph and describe translations and reflections of figures on a coordinate grid
and determine the coordinates of the vertices of the figure after the
transformation.
在平面直角坐标系内画出并形容图形平移和反射的结果，并标示出图形变
化后各定点的坐标。
Strand: Data Analysis & Probability
Standard: Use mean, median and range to draw conclusions about data and make
predictions.
7.4.1 根据平均数、中位数、极差解读数据并做出预测
7.4.1.1 Design simple experiments and collect data. Determine mean, median and
range for quantitative data and from data represented in a display. Use these
quantities to draw conclusions about the data, compare different data sets, and
make predictions.
设计样本实验并收集数据。
根据数据和图表找到平均数、中位数和极差，解读数据，比较不同数据集，
并做出预测。
7.4.1.2 Describe the impact that inserting or deleting a data point has on the mean and
the median of a data set. Know how to create data displays using a spreadsheet
to examine this impact.
理解插入或删除部分数据会对平均数和中位数产生的影响。
会使用电子表格制图并表现插入或删除部分数据的影响。
Standard: Display and interpret data in a variety of ways, including circle graphs and
histograms.
7.4.2 使用包括饼状图和柱状图的不同方式表示数据
7.4.2.1 Use reasoning with proportions to display and interpret data in circle graphs
(pie charts) and histograms. Choose the appropriate data display and know
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how to create the display using a spreadsheet or other graphing technology.
根据比例的概念使用饼状图和柱状图表示数据。
选择恰当的数据表示方式。
使用电子表格或其他科技产品制图。
Standard: Calculate probabilities and reason about probabilities using proportions to
solve real-world and mathematical problems.
7.4.3 运用比例的概念计算概率，并解决数学和实际生活问题
7.4.3.1 Use random numbers generated by a calculator or a spreadsheet or taken from
a table to simulate situations involving randomness, make a histogram to
display the results, and compare the results to known probabilities.
使用计算器、电子表格或随机数字表产生的随机数模拟随机情境。
使用柱状图表现结果。
比较所得结果和已知的理论概率。
7.4.3.2 Calculate probability as a fraction of sample space or as a fraction of area.
Express probabilities as percents, decimals and fractions.
以样品空间的一部分或一片区域的一部分的理解方式计算概率。
用百分数、小数和分数表示概率。
7.4.3.3 Use proportional reasoning to draw conclusions about and predict relative
frequencies of outcomes based on probabilities.
根据概率，运用比例的概念对实验的结果做出预测。
Grade 8
Strand: Number & Operation
Standard: Read, write, compare, classify and represent real numbers, and use them to
solve problems in various contexts.
8.1.1 读、写、比较和表示实数，并对实数进行归类。
运用实数的知识在不同情境中解决问题。
8.1.1.1 Classify real numbers as rational or irrational. Know that when a square root
of a positive integer is not an integer, then it is irrational. Know that the sum of
a rational number and an irrational number is irrational, and the product of a
non-zero rational number and an irrational number is irrational.
区分实数中的有理数和无理数。
如果正整数的平方根不是整数，那么此平方根为无理数。
有理数与无理数之和为无理数。
非零有理数与无理数的乘积是无理数。
8.1.1.2 Compare real numbers; locate real numbers on a number line. Identify the
square root of a positive integer as an integer, or if it is not an integer, locate it
as a real number between two consecutive positive integers.
比较实数的大小。
在数轴上标示出实数。
判断正整数的平方根是否为整数，若其平方根不是整数而是无理数，则在
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数轴上的两个连续整数直接标示出此无理数。
8.1.1.3 Determine rational approximations for solutions to problems involving real
numbers.
求包含实数的问题的近似解。
8.1.1.4 Know and apply the properties of positive and negative integer exponents to
generate equivalent numerical expressions.
掌握以正或负整数为指数的幂的运算规则，并运用其写出等值数学表达
式。
8.1.1.5 Express approximations of very large and very small numbers using scientific
notation; understand how calculators display numbers in scientific notation.
Multiply and divide numbers expressed in scientific notation, express the
answer in scientific notation, using the correct number of significant digits
when physical measurements are involved.
使用科学计数法表示很大或很小的数字的近似值。
掌握计算器通过科学计数法显示的数字。
求以科学计数法表示的数字的乘积和商。
根据实际度量所需选择科学计数法所保留的数位。
Standard: Understand the concept of function in real-world and mathematical
situations, and distinguish between linear and nonlinear functions.
8.2.1 理解数学和实际生活中函数的概念
区分线性函数（一次函数）和非线性函数
8.2.1.1 Understand that a function is a relationship between an independent variable
and a dependent variable in which the value of the independent variable
determines the value of the dependent variable. Use functional notation, such
as f(x), to represent such relationships.
函数是一个自变量和一个因变量的关系，因变量的值取决于自变量的值
使用如 f(x)的函数表示方式表示函数。
8.2.1.2 Use linear functions to represent relationships in which changing the input
variable by some amount leads to a change in the output variable that is a
constant times that amount.
使用线性函数（一次函数）表示输入与输出的变化关系：输出的变化量是
输入的变化量与一个常数的乘积。
8.2.1.3 Understand that a function is linear if it can be expressed in the form f(x) = mx
+ b or if its graph is a straight line.
若函数的表达式是 f(x) = mx + b 或其图像是一条直线，则此函数为线性函
数（一次函数）。
8.2.1.4 Understand that an arithmetic sequence is a linear function that can be
expressed in the form f(x) = mx + b, where x = 0, 1, 2, 3,….
等差数列是形式为 f(x) = mx + b 且 x 取值 x = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...的线性函数（一
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次函数）。
8.2.1.5 Understand that a geometric sequence is a non-linear function that can be
expressed in the form f(x) = abx, where x = 0, 1, 2, 3,….
等比数列是形式为 f(x) = abx 且 x 取值 x = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...的非线性函数。
Standard: Recognize linear functions in real-world and mathematical situations;
represent linear functions and other functions with tables, verbal descriptions,
symbols and graphs; solve problems involving these functions and explain results in
the original context.
8.2.2 在数学和现实生活情境中识别出线性函数（一次函数），用表格、语言形容、
符号和图像表示线性函数和其他函数
求包含函数的问题的解并在原题情境中解读所得解
8.2.2.1 Represent linear functions with tables, verbal descriptions, symbols, equations
and graphs; translate from one representation to another.
用表格、语言形容、符号和图像表示线性函数（一次函数）。
在不同的函数表达形式中相互转换。
8.2.2.2 Identify graphical properties of linear functions including slopes and
intercepts. Know that the slope equals the rate of change, and that the
y-intercept is zero when the function represents a proportional relationship.
识别线性函数（一次函数）图像所包含的关键信息，包括斜率和截距。
斜率等于函数的变化率。
如果该函数表示的是正比关系，那么截距为零。
8.2.2.3 Identify how coefficient changes in the equation f (x) = mx + b affect the
graphs of linear functions. Know how to use graphing technology to examine
these effects.
掌握函数 f (x) = mx + b 中 x 的系数的变化对函数图象所产生的影响。
掌握使用科技产品画函数图象并检验以上影响。
8.2.2.4 Represent arithmetic sequences using equations, tables, graphs and verbal
descriptions, and use them to solve problems.
用等式、表格、图像和语言描述表达等差数列，并求解问题。
8.2.2.5 Represent geometric sequences using equations, tables, graphs and verbal
descriptions, and use them to solve problems.
用等式、表格、图像和语言描述表达等比数列，并求解问题。
Standard: Generate equivalent numerical and algebraic expressions and use algebraic
properties to evaluate expressions.
8.2.3 写等值数字或代数表达式，并运用代数知识求表达式的值。
8.2.3.1 Evaluate algebraic expressions, including expressions containing radicals and
absolute values, at specified values of their variables.
求含有根号、绝对值和给定取值的变量的代数表达式的值。
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8.2.3.2 Justify steps in generating equivalent expressions by identifying the properties
used, including the properties of algebra. Properties include the associative,
commutative and distributive laws, and the order of operations, including
grouping symbols.
在写等值表达式的同时，指出所用运算规则作为依据。
运算规则包括结合律、交换律、分配律、运算顺序和（影响运算顺序的）
组合符号。
Strand: Algebra
Standard: Represent real-world and mathematical situations using equations and
inequalities involving linear expressions. Solve equations and inequalities
symbolically and graphically. Interpret solutions in the original context.
8.2.4 用含有线性表达式的等式和不等式表示数学和现实生活情境。
用代数法和画图法解等式和不等式。
在原题目情境中解读所得解。
8.2.4.1 Use linear equations to represent situations involving a constant rate of
change, including proportional and non-proportional relationships.
用线性方程表示包含正比或非正比关系并且关系中变化率为常数的情境。
8.2.4.2 Solve multi-step equations in one variable. Solve for one variable in a
multi-variable equation in terms of the other variables. Justify the steps by
identifying the properties of equalities used.
解一元一次方程。
在存在多于一个变量的情况下，用其他变量表达其中一个变量的解。
在解题过程中，指出各步骤的运算规则依据。
8.2.4.3 Express linear equations in slope-intercept, point-slope and standard forms,
and convert between these forms. Given sufficient information, find an
equation of a line.
掌握线性方程的斜截式、点斜式和标准式，并在不同形式间转换
根据已知条件求直线方程。
8.2.4.4 Use linear inequalities to represent relationships in various contexts.
在不同情境中使用一元一次不等式表示数学关系。
8.2.4.5 Solve linear inequalities using properties of inequalities. Graph the solutions
on a number line.
根据不等式的性质解一元一次不等式。
在数轴上标示出不等式的解。
8.2.4.6 Represent relationships in various contexts with equations and inequalities
involving the absolute value of a linear expression. Solve such equations and
inequalities and graph the solutions on a number line.
用含有线性表达式的绝对值的不等式和等式表示不同情境中的数学关系。
解此类等式和不等式并在数轴上标示出所得解。
8.2.4.7 Represent relationships in various contexts using systems of linear equations.
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Solve systems of linear equations in two variables symbolically, graphically
and numerically.
用一次方程组表示不同情境中的数学关系。
用代数法和画图法解二元一次方程组。
8.2.4.8 Understand that a system of linear equations may have no solution, one
solution, or an infinite number of solutions. Relate the number of solutions to
pairs of lines that are intersecting, parallel or identical. Check whether a pair of
numbers satisfies a system of two linear equations in two unknowns by
substituting the numbers into both equations.
理解方程组可能会有一个解，无穷解或无解。
掌握解的数量和直线方程图像的相交、平行和重合的关系的联系。
将一对数字带入回二元一次方程组，检查此对数字是否为所求解。
8.2.4.9 Use the relationship between square roots and squares of a number to solve
problems.
运用平方和平方根的逆运算关系求解问题。
Strand: Geometry & Measurement
Standard: Solve problems involving right triangles using the Pythagorean Theorem
and its converse.
8.3.1 运用毕达哥拉斯定理及其逆运算求解包含直角三角形的问题。
8.3.1.1 Use the Pythagorean Theorem to solve problems involving right triangles.
运用毕达哥拉斯定理求解包含直角三角形的问题。
8.3.1.2 Determine the distance between two points on a horizontal or vertical line in a
coordinate system. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance between
any two points in a coordinate system.
在平面直角坐标系中求位于垂直或水平线上亮点的距离。
运用毕达哥拉斯定理求坐标系中任意两点距离。
8.3.1.3 Informally justify the Pythagorean Theorem by using measurements, diagrams
and computer software.
利用测量、表格和计算机软件简单证明毕达哥拉斯定理。
Standard: Solve problems involving parallel and perpendicular lines on a coordinate
system.
8.3.2 求解包含平面直角坐标系中平行线和垂直线的问题。
8.3.2.1 Understand and apply the relationships between the slopes of parallel lines and
between the slopes of perpendicular lines. Dynamic graphing software may be
used to examine these relationships.
掌握并运用平行线间或垂直线间斜率的关系。
可使用动态绘图软件检验所得关系结果。
8.3.2.2 Analyze polygons on a coordinate system by determining the slopes of their
sides.
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通过求多边形边的斜率来分析平面直角坐标系中的多边形。
8.3.2.3 Given a line on a coordinate system and the coordinates of a point not on the
line, find lines through that point that are parallel and perpendicular to the
given line, symbolically and graphically.
已知平面直角坐标系中的一条直线和一个不在直线上的点，以代数和几何
的形式求过已知点并平行或垂直于已知直线的直线。
Strand: Data Analysis & Probability
Standard: Interpret data using scatterplots and approximate lines of best fit. Use lines
of best fit to draw conclusions about data.
8.4.1 根据数据画散点图和最佳拟合线。
根据最佳拟合线解释数据信息。
8.4.1.1 Collect, display and interpret data using scatterplots. Use the shape of the
scatterplot to informally estimate a line of best fit and determine an equation
for the line. Use appropriate titles, labels and units. Know how to use graphing
technology to display scatterplots and corresponding lines of best fit.
收集数据，并根据数据画散点图。
在散点图中标示出最佳拟合线。
所画散点图有正确的标题、标识和单位。
掌握使用作图软件画散点图和最佳拟合线的方法。
8.4.1.2 Use a line of best fit to make statements about approximate rate of change and
to make predictions about values not in the original data set.
根据最佳拟合线估算变化率，并对数据外的值做出预估。
8.4.1.3 Assess the reasonableness of predictions using scatterplots by interpreting
them in the original context.
在原题目情景中，判断从散点图所得的预估值的合理性。
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